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ONE of the most serious events
to disrupt and destroy our heritage
is a recurrence of a scourge whose
destructiveness is of f.ar wider
consequence than the relatively
localised effects of pestilence and
traditional war.

fust before Christmas, the West-
ern world was struck by a further
manifestation of one of the oldest
and most universal ailments of all
time-gold fever.

This precious metal has soared
in price to the point where men
are driven crazy. Similar conditions
in the days of the Gold Rush drove
men to murder. This time it is re-
sponsible for the feverish desire of
people to convert their gold pos-
sessions into money and, along
with silver which has also rocket-
ted in value. the rush has reached
epidemic proportions. Intrinsic
value has been usurped by the
immediacy of cash-in-hand.

While in itself this is a predict-
able if not even understandable
outcome of a situation where gold
and silver have increased their
value more than tenfold in a short
space of time, it has already had
a far-reaching and irrevocable effect
on our antique possessions.

People have exchanged valued
heirlooms and even articles of con-
siderable antiguity for money with
such general disregard for the age
and sentimental value of the ob-
jects that irreparable damage has
been done to the wealth of antiques
left to us by a past generation.

As for stolen goods, there was
always a strong chance that gold
and silver valuables would ultim-
ately circulate back into the mar-
ket. Now, though, the chances of
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stolen metal escaping prompt con-
signment to the furnace are indeed
slim.

Now valuable watch-cases. snuff-
boxes and even rare coins have
been destroyed for their base
metals. While on the one hand this
type of vandalism increases even
more the value of the fewer pieces
which survive, it is an action of
frightening irreversibility which
remains inexcusable.

Old gold and silver possessions
which have been destroyed and
converted into metal ingots include
much that future generations will
unquestionably mourn. They will
mark in their histories the vears
1979 and 1980 as the time ivhen
avarice destroyed history and arte-
fact with a thoroughness and cal-
lousness comparable to the events
which robbed us of gold and silver
plate after the Middle Ages,
and tantamount to the dreadful
destruction at the time of the Dis-
solution of the Monasteries.

The melting down of the works
of craftsmen of the past is nothing
short of sacrilege. When an object
is seen to be more valuable as base
metal and hard cash than as a work
of art, surely civilisation and cul-
ture, along with their senses of
values and responsibilities, have
reached an all-time low.

We journey uncertainly into the
eighties with the image of conser-
vation and preservation tainted by
materialism.

Those moved to sell for such
iconoclastic reasons are to be
pitied. One can only hope lthat
future historians may forgive them.
Personally, I think it unlikely.

ARTHURWIGORD-HUME
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THERE were many varieties of
disc musical box but few departed
from the principles of the original
Lochmann patent using discs with
pressed-out note projections. One
notable exception was the Srel/c
box made by the Swiss manufac-
turer Mermod Freres, already a
leading maker of cylinder boxes
and attempting to break into the
German-dominated disc box
market. Although it never achieved
the popularity of the better-known
German boxes, Mermod's Stella
deserved to do so as it played
brilliantly and was free of some of
the irritating features of i t s
German contemporaries. By far
the greatest advantage was the use
of discs without projections which
meant that they could be slid into
a small space without damage.
Anyone who has handled or
cleaned a stack of Polyphon discs
will appreciate this !

THE STELLA
Some of its Peculiarities

byAJLWright
To make use of smooth, slotted

discs, Mermod Freres devised an
entirely new mechanism which was
very solidly constructed and posi-
tive in action. This is shown dia-
grammatically in Fig l. The duplex
combs are mounted at 90 degrees
to each other in such a position
to allow one star-wheel to pluck
the corresponding teeth on each
comb at the same instant, by
means of a four-toothed star-wheel.
The arrangement of dampers is
quite unlike that found in other
boxes and requires the tooth tips
to have a most unusual and hence
characteristic shape which can
clearly be seen in Fig 2.

Each damper bar is mounted at
right-angles to its respective comb
and is itself made verv much like
a rather thin comb whose teeth end
just below the teeth of the musical
comb. The damper tooth is
extended by a wire which passes

on one side of the thin portion of
the musical tooth tip and carries
above it a further piece of damper
tooth shaped so that the star-
wheel tooth will gently but posi-
tively press it backwards just
before plucking the musical box
tooth. Referring back to the wire
connection which is shown in
Fig 2, it will be seen that a second
wire is attached to the damper
tooth and passes on the opposite
side of the thin portion of the
musical tooth. This is shaped so
that as the damper is pressed back
by the star-wheel it bears on the
step in the musical tooth, damp-
i.rg it just before the tooth is
plucked by the star-wheel. This
arrangement is shown for one
comb in Fig 3 and the complete
assembly of combs and dampers on
the baseplate in Fig 4.

The lack of projections on the
disc, while itself being very desir-

._i
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Fig l. Diagram showing the system of operation of the Stella.
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Fig 2. Comb and damper details showing unusual
tooth tip form and also the trademark stamped into
the comb. Treble teeth are not waisted.

Fig 3. The arrangement of the dampers with the
musical comb seen here as applied to one of the two
combs and seen from underneath,

Fig 4. The complete
dampers installed on
moYement.

afrangement
the baseplate

of
of

combs and FjS 5. View of the underside of the starwheel base-

tt. 'n".i"ul 
pJate showing tlte rigid construction needed to resist- the high loads incurred in playing.

Fig 6. This view of the musical box front (above)
shows the compartment for storing the discs. Com-
pare the detail of the inlay with the picture overleaf
of a similar box and note the variations. Most, if not
all, Mermod musical box cabinets were made in Eng-
land so there is every chance that these fine cases
were manufactured in the craft areas of London as

onto the bearing.
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able, presents the problem of posi-
tive engagement of the star-wheel
teeth with the slots in the disc. To
achieve this, each individual star'
wheel is pivotted on the end of a

stout spring steel rod solidly
anchored at its other end to a
heavy brass bedplate. This allows
the star-wheel to be pressed down
by the disc where no slot occurs
but allows it to spring up as soon
as the leading edge of its next
tooth enters a slot. Fig I shows
the mechanism at the point where
the star-wheel tooth rises through
a slot as the disc turns.

The view of the underside of
the star-wheel baseplate in Fig 5

shows the very robust construction
necessary to cope with the con-
siderable strains imposed on the
star-wheel in operation. When
fully assembled, a nickel-platecl
cover plate projects all but the top
edge of the star-wheels. These are
protected by a non-hinged perma-
nent pressure bar running com-
pletely across the disc. This is
pivotted eccentrically at each end
so that it can be rotated on its
own axis by a small lever. By
rotating it through 90 degrees, the
camlike action raises the pressure
wheels to allow a disc to be slid
between it and the star-wheel
cover. Returning the bar to its
original position brings the pres-
sure wheels down to press it
against the star-wheels which re-
treat on their sprung pivots to the
level of the cover plate, as can be
seen in Fig. 6.

The drive to the disc is also
rather different from that of the

conventional box and can be seen
in Figs 4, 7 and 8. The drive is
taken from an unusually long
spring barrel, the spring arbor
being wound by a pinion on an
internally-toothed ring (see Fig 7).

The locking mechanism for the
winding gear is as follows. A
shaped steel plate arm pivotted
freely on the spring arbor carries
a second pinion rotating freely on
the geared ring, its other end bear-
ing on the smooth backing of the
ring. As the ring rotates during
winding, the friction on the other
end of the arm rotates it with the
ring until, after about ten degrees
arc the arm comes up against a
small stop pin in the bearing trun-
nion. Thereafter the arm stops
rotating and the pinion on its end
idles as the ring rotates. When
winding ceases, the force of the
spring rotates the ring backwards,
carrying the arm with it until its
pinion locks on the winding pinion.
It is possible after long use that
the stop pin will wear out or break.
In this case the arm can rotate a
full turn before coming to rest -which is somewhat alarming for
the winder !

If the spring barrel is removed
at any time, it should be noted that
the position of spacer washers
between the barrel and bearing
trunnions is critical as it is possible
for the end of the spring barrel to
foul the first wheel of the governor
drive, so putting considerable
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Besides the free-standing Stella in table format and the upright models,
the Stella also appeared in the familiar table format as seen here in this
picture taken by Sotheb5,'s Belgravia. This shows clearly the trademark.

Vertical models of the Stella are
somervhat rarer than table models
but they do include the only orig-
inal electrically - powered musical
box produced. Seen here is a
normal clockwork 26in Stella from
the Nationaal Museum van Speel-
klok tot Pierement in Utrecht.
Note the fretted soundboards
(actually little more than acoustic
coyers) and the motor cover plate
which is stamped with the word
Stella and the patent numbers.
Below is a l7{in upright model
showing the different governor ar-
rangement. A narrow case-side
door allows the discs to be slid in
under the pressure bar.

strain on it even though it will still
run. This is shown in Fig 8, which
also shows the governor construc-
tion clearly. This is fairly ortho-
dox using blades on an expanding
diameter. Speed control is pro-
vided and the start/stop is by a

Iever which pops up through e
slot in the disc at the end of the
tune.

Stella movements are found in
many different styles of cases. The
l7l"in movement used for the illus-
trations came from the art
nouLleau case shown in Fig 9,
which also shows the neat stor-
age of the discs. The close-up
view in Fig 6 emphasises this as
the space provided houses approxi-
mately 50 discs ! o

Do any of these still exist ?
Albert Rosenhain mide novelty photograph albums and frames, some of
them with music. Here, pictured from the advertisement pages of
Deutsches Industrie Zeitung for 1886, is a " Panorama album'-. These
must be a rarity today.

l|eherraschende lleuheit !

P n n o r n tn n -A lb urtr ?'.T'i'f,i,!il'
l.ltr(lt fin;rrdri(a .!dn:hrrbrnti iiett.'rt !ie Ihotoqtrtrrrie:;
rirrcnr tlinrtrrrdnn glcirll b0rlibcr, m0burdl ill.rl.ii., tn.
inl(lr!1fItlilttc :lf!rtiilt:r btt !t[,itter Dcnjii!t'ill ::irD.
lic lt!r':.ililtrtl|l1] ir:' litbrtil,i iit eittt lt0dttl!00iltf.
Etiiil 20 lUif., rrrit lUirriiltuerl 3(l:ml. lltrr olttiu i:r

If iltl.rilt t!tl

Albert Rosenhain, i'ii,Tilli,;l))l:
9lrrrr[tc illrr[tlirlc llrriftiitc groti.r unb itonco.

$lroi;c qrrnrt. ?tllrrlr uril {trid;log. 3tii.t bon J lrll ,,)liliil 
' tl Jlr||ilr b0n llllf. 5,ir(l ou. []?tr,
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THE TROTJBADOTJR
AS I have only recently started
collecting and reading about
musical boxes, it came as no sur-
prise to me when I saw yet another
box the make of which I had not
heard. It was sitting rather sadly
on the floor of a little antique shop.
I lifted t h e lid of the rather
" weathered " walnut case, a n d
was greeted by the word Trouba-
dour cast in a scroll on the iron
bedplate amid a spray of leaves
and berries. Next to it was a tatty
looking pile of seven discs, the
titles of which were barely discern-
able and written in German and
English. It did not look as if any-
one would pay much attention to
it where it was so I left it, hoping
to find out something about the
machine before considering its
purchase.

I sought advice from a member
I know who has probably forgotten
more than I'll ever know.
" Troubadour?" said he. " Hmm.
yes quite an unusual one that. Not
all that many about. Could be
quite a good buy if you want it for
your collection." A short while
later after a brief telephone call to
the shop and trying not to sound
too interested, it was purchased
and I was on my way home con-
veying my newly acquired and

by E Brown

now. of course. much treasured
possesslon.

There does not seem to be a
great deal of information available
about the makers of the Trouba-
dour. It seems that Troubadour-
Musikwerke B Grosz & Company
was formed prior to 1895 at Briet-
kopfstrasse 9 in Leipzig-Reudnitz
and by 1909 was shown as being at
Gellerstrasse 8, Leipzig. Four sizes
appear to have been produced,
7'I,nin (I8cm); 8frin (22'5cm);
llfin (29cm); and 20\in (52cm).

The case of the one I now own
is, like that of many disc boxes,
made of walnut with a base plinth
and bun feet. It measures l5in
square. The lid overlaps the case
all round and is inset with a glass
panel. Outwardly it looks similar
to the coin-freed Symphonion des-
cribed by Alan Clark on page 361
in the Christmas 1978 issue of The
Music Box.

Symphonion-tJpe case

The mechanism closely resem-
bles that of many of the more
common single comb makes oI
disc box with a few peculiarities I
hope to show as I go along. The
bedplate is of the usual cast-iron

with the word " Troubadour " cast
into it.

The comb bed is of cast brass
with the number 56 in the casting.
The bottom of this base has been
machined flat and the number 22
is stamped on it. In keeping with
other disc musical boxes, the comb
base is not located on the mach-
ine's bedplate by the usual dowel
pins but is positioned and held
steady by four screws passing
through the comb into the bed-
plate. This is to allow for adjust-
ment with the dampers during
setting-up.

The comb has 57 teeth, about
half of which are leaded. The teeth
are conventionally squared but
in section the tips have a far
sharper chisel point than found on
the combs of most disc boxes.

Showing on the lower left-hand
corner of the comb is a punched
mark that appears to have been
made before the comb was mach-
ined and hardened. The machin-
ing appears to have obliterated
part of the mark. It is either PL
or BL in the centre of an oval
which is ]" long. Could this indi-
cate the comb maker, or if it is
BL then possibly Breitkopfstrasse-
Leipzig as the factory?

The discs are centre-driven and

The Troubadour is one of the more unusual of the
Leipzig-produced disc-playing musical boxes and al-
though the style and outward appearance is little
different from that of many other similar table mach-
ines, it represents a cleat attempt at avoiding the
many detail patents surrounding the type of instru-
ment. Many instruments must have been produced-

the business was in operation for at least a dozen
years - yet their distribution in England seems to
have been but slight. The Leipzig company was run
by Siegmund Schauer. The two illustrations here
show the shape and proportions of the walnut cabinet.
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This view of the starwheel and damper assembly reveals the interesting
format and disposition of the brakes, shown in the drawing overleaf. Note
how the starwheels contain three height wheels, the centre one of which
is straddled by the middle two of the pressure rollers on the pressure bar.

In this view of the underside of the comb itself can be seen the very
broad teeth which in part provide the Troubadour with its loud tone. As
typical of the combs of disc machines, there are no steady pins (dowels).

Many disc-playing musical box-makers chose to avail
themselves of the possibilities for decoration which
cast iron ofiered and Grosz was no exception. Here
can be seen the finely-contoured scroll bearing the
name Troubadour across a sprig of leaves. One of the
most richly-decorated bedplates was that of the
Monopol table machine, this machine's contemporary.

measure llf". The centre spindle
olate (where the serial number
2537 is found) locates the disc to
be played over two round lugs, one
each side of the spindle. Unlike
on other disc boxes I have seen
these lugs come to rest at the end
of a tune lined up at right-angles
to the comb instead of parallel to
the comb making it ea3y to dif-
ferentiate between discs made for
this and for other boxes.

Unusual dampers and brakes
The outer gear train plate has

the initials D.R.G.M. stamped on
it*. One more unusual thing is the
type of damper brake set-up. This
caft most easily be described as a

row of flat brass strips that bend
in towards the star wheels and
then back out terminating just
below the comb, forming an elbow,
the point of which sits in the notch
formed between the points of the
star wheel. It is the lower portion
of the elbow that acts as a brake,
positioning the star wheel ready
for the next note to be played. The
damper is a small length of stiff

'D.R.G.M. stands for Deutsches Reichs-
Gebrauchs Muster and indicates that
the subject of the patent has been
granted a second-grade or utilitY
patent coverage. This expires after
three years or, more rarely, six.
Whether the presence of D.R.G.M. on
the governor means that the governor
was the subject of a patent applica-
tion by the makers of the Troubadour
or whether it just indicates that the
governor was of a protected design,
the use of which was the subject of a
licence paid for by Grosz, is uncertain.
Perhaps some of our German readers
would like to investigate this matter
further in particular since this type of
patent is not aln'ays published in the
abstracts which are available for
examination in London-

Pictured down the side of the bedplate is the bracket
for the governor showing the stamped letters DRGM
which stand for Deutsches Reichs-Gebrauchs Muster.
It appears from this illustration that the cock is cast
in one piece integrally with the main block suggesting
that the endless must be inserted from the bottom
in a detachable bearing block to cheapen manufacture.
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wire clamped by two tags formed
on the arm of the brake and pass-
ing up alongside the star wheel. As
the star wheels are slightly thinner
than normal, this lines the wire
damper up with the tip of its tooth.
As the star wheel turns the brake
is pushed out by its elbow, towards

and under the comb. This takes
with it the damper wire which
touches and effectivelv silences the
tooth in question just prior to its
being play^ed

I would very much appreciate
any information from other mem-
bers with Troubadour boxes and

as I have had new discs cut I now
have the seven original discs, most
of which are named, should any-
one wish to borrow them for copy-
ing. I would, of course, like to
enlarge my collection of discs if
anyone could loan me theirs for
copying. O

To Change or Not to Change
that is the question

posed by Steve Ryder
the spring connected to the gov-
ernor through the cylinder, the
makers each devised a control for
locking the spring power while the
cylinder was disengaged, and the
locking methods were never stand-
ardized. Made by various crafts-
men before adequate tooling could
be fashioned (or funded) to make
standard-sized parts, changeable
movements and their cvlinders
were never made and soid sep-
arately. Thus, changeables were
made by several individuals from
about 1840 till the disc-box period,
lut total production was extiemely
limited. They are very rare.

Exceptional
" change-

ceptional;
leasant to
made for

a patron. Surprisingly, later models
were usually crude, compensating
with elaborate cases. The charactei
(and program style) of a " change-
able " thus fits the genre of its
contemporaries, as well as that of
its maker.

" glove-hook " arrangement f o r
lifting. Also, if you forget to lock
the spring, you've had a " run "
This element of risk led inevitably
to damage. Thus, to find a change-
able in perfect condition is unusual.

(2) Interchangeable boxes were
made for the mass market. The
movements and cylinders were
standardized, but the programs
were expensive, the the case-styles
elaborate. Extra cylinders were
often stored in the same case or a
matching table. Unlike the change-
able, the interchangeable box could
be purchased with a given set of
cylinders and, at a later time, addi-
tional cylinders of the same size
could be ordered. Mermod Freres
was the pre-eminent maker, fol-
lowed by Paillard, Bremond, Ami
Rivenc, and the later Nicole Freres.
Through its savvy for the market,
Mermod sold innumerable-sized
interchangeables, which carried
the company forward to produce
some of the finest disc boxes in
this century. The sound quality of
interchangeable boxes ranges from
very good to very poor. Although
not rare, today some makes are

rThanks to Arthur W I G Ord-Hume
for drawing attention to these difier-
ences which are qualified in his new
book, Musical Box - A Historg and
Collectors' Guide (George Allen and
Unwin, 1980).

THE golden era of cylinder music
witnessed numerous attempts to
increase the repertoire of a box.
This task was difficult, since the
variety of the program was limited
by the number of tunes pinned on
a cylinder. The greater the num-
ber of tunes (rotations), the further
apart must the teeth be spaced for
shifting - hence the less the teeth
could be " fine-toned ".

Every maker answered this prob-
lem in his own manner. but none
solved the problem entirely. Some
increased the playing time by add-
ing more drive power in the way
of extra spring motors, but this in
itself did not expand the program.
Some extended the program by
fashioning "two-per-turn" boxes
which played two arrangements per
revolution, but all this did was to
reduce playing time per air.

Eventually, the " rechange " box
was invented. It had several cvl-
inders, each with its own set 

-of

tunes. " Rechange " boxes took
three forms : (l) changeable, (2)
interchangeable, and (3) revolver*.

Custom-made
Changeable boxes were custom-

made; the cylinders custom-fitted
for one particular musical move-
ment alone. Cylinders were
c.hanged by hand. Originally built
like other boxes of its time. with
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highly sought after.
(3) Revolver boxes were semi-

manual rechange boxes. Three or
more cylinders were fixed on to a
huge, revolving shaft in the
cylinder-well. When the tunes for
one cylinder were played through,
the listener would reach over and
turn the shaft to the next cvlinder
for more tunes. In a conieptual
(non-mechanical) sense, the
revolver was a predecessor of the
changer, hexaphone and jukebox.

Revolvers are very rare, and
highly desirable as showpieces.
However, their construction madc
them susceptible to curious fingers
and mishandling; out of seven we

have seen, only one was of very
good quality. The moving shaft
makes precise alignment difficult,
and they are often out of register.
In addition, some could be changed
to the next cylinder only after the
first had played all its tunes,
whereas others could change cyl-
inders at the end of any tune. Some
were made by Bremond, the later
Nicole Freres, and Paillard, and
they are real curiosities.

Other novel attempts were made
to extend cylinder programs, but
the results were not rechange
boxes, and none was as successful
as the interchangeable. T h e
plerodienique, with its so-called

telescoping cylinders, expanded
and contracted for long-play and
smoother tune-transition; inter-
changeable varieties are very rare.
The helicoidals and semi-helicoi-
dals, which are spirally-pinned like
some organ barrels, are a personal
favorite, since they were made as
much for the satisfaction of the
maker, as for the eventual owner.
These, too, are few and far be-
tween, hence extremely rare.

To conclude, we hope we have
" rechanged " some thinking and
proved the point that the terms,
" interchangeable " and " change-
able " are not, indeed inter-
changeable ! O

DOI.]BLE FLUTINA
THE addition of free-reed accom-
paniment sections to musical boxes
goes back to the 1860 period and
was to follow certain common
features of design which were to
remain largely unchanged through-
out the whole subsequent perioa.

However, visitors to |ens Carl-
son's museum in the Ziegenmarkt,
Braunschweig, will find to their
surprise the instrument pictured in
close-up below. The particular fea-
ture of this instrument is the

can be retracted or taken out of
play at will by the use of a pair of
large levers - see illustrations.

Ami Rivenc made organ boxes
the organ of which was marked
Celestial Voices and Single flute.
Two levers were provided, one of
which closed oft the windways to
the second of each pair of reeds.
In one position it allowed both
reeds to sound, and in the other
only one reed. The second lever
silenced the organ by bleeding oft
the wind. Baker, on the other hand,

provided a lever by the use of
which the organ kelrame could be
slid back.

The instrument seen here is pro
vided with a tune-sheet marked D
Allard & Co and has two separate,
adiacent organs, each capable of
being drawn back out of contact
with the cylinder organ bridges.
The organs can be silenced inde-
pendently or together. Styled
Orchestre atsec basses this unusual
mechanism is at present the only
known specimen of the formatdouble organ, both halves of which
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MUSICAL BOX ODDMENTS
byHAVBulleid

for an amateur cra{tsman than a
careul look at the corresponding
professional? So I recently went
gleaning to the craft works of
Keith Harding, who kindly let me
have a private session with some
of his experts. They are un-
doubtedly expert, are really
interested in musical boxes. and
display a lively team spirit in
criticism and help. Though one
picks up numerous tips in such
sessions, I will confine this report
to their actual current method of
getting an overhauled box to play
as it should and, incidentally, to
pass its final inspection by Keith
Harding or Clift Burnett, neither
of whom like mediocre musical
boxes.

Here is their procedure, start-
ing at the point where the mech-
anism has been restored with a re-
pinned cylinder, and the comb has
been cleaned and any new teeth
or tips fitted and- a I I teeth
accurately aligned for height and
spacing, and old dampers all re-

SOME composers need no more
introduction today than when they
first appeared on musical-box tune-
sheets well over a hundred vears
x8o'
tunes
organ
and,
Rossini is a typical example.

Rossini
G A Rossini was born in 1792.

His father was jailed for welcom-

student of the 'cello and of com-
position, and specialized in the
irrorks of Mozart. By 1816, aged
24, he was director of the San
Carlo theatre in Naples and had
composed the Barber of Seuille; he
already had a reputation for lazi-
ness and when a song was allegedlY
mislaid he simply wrote on the
libretto " Rosina sings an aft ad
Iib to suit the occasion ". When
Donizetti heard that Rossini had
composed the entire opera in onlY
thirteen days he said " Why not?
He's lazy enough!"-though, of

and at least one overture was
written on the very day the opera
opened.

Rossini's 36th and last opera
was William Tell in 1829. Then
he enjoyed forty years of mellow
and wealthy retirement. Typically,
when asked how well The Thieoing
Magpie (1817) had been received,
he replied " I got wearied of
bowing ".

Other Rossini operas often
named on tune sheets are :

Tancredi 1813
An ltalian GirI in Algiers l8l3
Othello
Cinderella
Semiramide
The Siege of Cointh 1826
Comte Ory 1828

People who have seen the opera
William TeII arc very rare; but so
are those who don't know its
overture.

Quality Restoration
Everyone needs an occasional

refresher, and what better refresher

during the Festival last summer
was this interesting book organ
understood to have been newly-
made by its French owner, seen
standing behind it. It is obviously
tastefully modelled on the works of
the Berlin masters such as Baci-
galupo.

moved but pins replaced as with-
drawn.

I. Stone tooth tips to remove
all signs of wear, thus restoring
flat, square ends to the tips as
viewed from below the comb.
Great precautions are taken to
retain the original chamfer angle
at the tips, and to ensure that all
tips are perfectly in line-checked
by viewing against a ground
straight-edge.

2. Reset comb on bed-plate,
adjusting dowels for correct lift
of teeth. Extreme bass teeth to
have about twice the lift of
extreme treble.

These two operations are,
frankly, beyond the normal capa-
bilities of anyone who has not
taken serious guidance in this type
of craft work. Both require skill
and patience, and tools beyond
normal amateur resources. T h e
fact that some people rashly press
on regardless is unhappily proved
by damaged combs, necessitating
rescue work and re-tuning and
sometimes even re-tipping, which
ultimately reach professionals like
Harding and Co.

3. Check synchronisation-bass
and treble teeth intended to play
simultaneously must drop off the
cylinder pins simultaneously, so
when extreme treble teeth are in
line with the cylinder dots the
extreme bass teeth must be below
the dots by an amount equal to
the treble end lift. To achieve
this, one of the cylinder bearings
may have to be raised a few
thousandths of an inch by insert-
ing a shim between it and the bed-
plate.

4. Insert about five dampers,
and watch during play to see if
their curve is ideal. For larger
cylinders and for combs sloped
more steeply a flatter curve of the
damper wire is needed. Try more
dampers till ideal curve is found.

5. Rule-of-thumb for position
of end of damper: height above
tip to equal tip width (which
makes an easy at-a-glance check)
and curve of damper, if continued,
should just reach end of tip.
Damper wire should be cut with
sharp end-cutters, then there is no
need to stone the cut ends.

6. Rule-of-thumb for damper
wire size on average comb: '09/
'08/.07mm for bass/centre/treble
teeth respectively.

7. Feather dampers, for which

1816
l817
r823

HANNOVER
FLASH.BACK

Seen on the streets of
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godse f€athers or thin parchment
are used, are only fitted where
found necessary.

8. Check all teeth for pitch and
correct where necessary.

When all these jobs have been
done correctly, there can still be
undesirable noises such as:

(a) Wrong notes-caused by a
bent pin or a new pin inserted by
mistake in a deleted hole, or in
an unmarked hole meant to be
deleted.

(b) Pin noise, sometimes likened
to bird chirruping, due to a bent
pin rubbing the side of an adja-
cent damper or tooth tip; cured
by applying trace of oil to extreme
tip of pins with a glass plate
smeared lightly with clock oil.

(c) Loss of quality caused by
an error in the original piercing of
the cylinder where all or some of
the pins in part (usually last part)
of a tune are slightly displaced.
This was not common and can be
spotted visually in the case of the
tune pinned on the cylinder lines.
Such pins are corrected by bending
individually.

For the cosmetics of restoration
these craftsmen strongly favour
the traditional methods supported
by improved modern materials. So
they do all detail cleaning and
polishing by hand using a leather-
faced polishing stick with the
ubiquitous Solvol Autosol. New
parts and those damaged or cor-
roded are first prepared using the
three finest grades of Silicon Car-
bide (" Wet-or-dry ") paper. This
procedure closely copies the
original finishes and is in line with
the ethics of restoring antiques;
the guiding principle is that the
m i I de s t practicable cleaning
methods are used.

People like myself who spent
most of their working lives in
charge of production and engineer-
ing works tend automatically to
look underneath work-benches for
further clues. Here I found quite
a surprise-a large pile of books
most of which were
scores of music-box-
including rarities lik
Dinorah. They are
ously and to excellent efiect in
replacing long-lost tune cards.

Horologists

. 
These good people were often

proneer engineers, and it will be
_extremely sad if they are upstaged
by faceless electronic time-niark6rs.
They relish their own nomencla-
ture, for example describing as
" steady nlns " what all engiileers
catl dow-el-s; and perhaps they
enjoy mild swipes 

- at brdinary

engineers-I found in Britten's
Watch and Clockmakers' Hand-
book, Dictionary and Guide, 1907,
the comment " Engineer clock-
makers invariablv make their
escape-wheels anh other quick-
moving parts too heavy ".

This 1907 guide was published
by E & F N Spon and contains,
under the heading " Musical Box ",
a 3-page entry similar to but much
shorter than that reprinted from
Vol III of Spons Workshop
Receipts, 1909, in The Music Box,

Vol 5, No 8, Spring, 1973.
Britten's entry opens :

As nearly every country
watchmaker is at some time or
another called on to repair
these instruments. a few hints
thereon will not be out of place.
It may be premised that, if a
very large number of the pins on
the cylinder are broken, the box
had better be sent to an expert.
But...

(and it concludes) :

I have to acknowledge the

Polyvox piano-orchestrion

This rare surviving example of the roll-operated Polyvox

represented one of the very last products from
by Martin Blessing (1774-1847). This particular
llfin wide and similar to the size of piano rol
perforations are to a difterent gamut The keyboardless piano plays 5l
notes, there is a Z7-note mandoline, a lS-note xylophone and percussion
comprising bass drum, side drum and wood blocks.

stands today in the collection of Jens Carlson at Baunschweig in Germany.
Made in about 1922 by Blessing at Unterkirnach in the Black Forest, it
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courtesy of Messrs C Paillard
and Co. who have readilv
answered all my enquiries on thi:
subject.
The damper illustration is

identical with that on page 402 oL
the above-mentioned issue of Tfte
Music Box; but Britten advises fil-
ing a dove-tailed notch in the comb
when fitting a new tooth, and
" drive it tightly into position, and
to make it secure, slightly rivet it
or run a little solder into the joint
by heating the spot with a blow-
pipe or heavy soldering-bit".
Thank goodness a simple slot plus
effective soldering is now found to
be fully adequate.

Zither mania
Zithers on musical boxes are

now generally unpopular because
neither their muting effect nor their
hiding of the comb are liked, and
if stored under damp conditions
they can accelerate rusting. Yet
they had a tremendous vogue start-
ing about 1880, presumably because
they cheaply provided an optional
variant from normal playing. They
were strongly favoured and
featured by Paillard, Vaucher Fils;
but mainly disdained by Nicole
Freres.

The standard application was a
4inch roll of about four thicknesses
of tissue paper glued into a half-
round recess in a wood block
mounted under a fancy metal plate
which was usually nickel-plated*.
It generally covered most of the
comb, if not all, and was secured
to a bracket held by one of the
comb screws. It could be set on
or off by a small knob or lever. A
minor variant was a screwed knob
by which the degree of application
could be controlled from just on
to fully on.

Occasionally the paper roll of the
zither was mounted underneath
the comb. In fune, 1886, Arthur
Paillard patented a device for con-
trolling such zithers by means of a
cam on a rod running inside the
brass base of the comb. with an
operating knob at one end. The
patent claimed " When the attach-
ment is applied an observer cannot
see what produces the musical
effect, which makes the box more
interesting ".

In another rarely-seen variant
the zither was applied only at
certain parts of each tune. This
was achieved by stepped circular
cams, one per tune, mounted on

rOne zither assembly recently over-
hauled by the Editor comprised a
length of pink-coloured glazed tissue
28|ins (72.5cm) long, dry-rolled and
then given a cover of gleen silk glued
only at the back edge, ie not on where
it was to touch the comb teeth.

the cylinder, which were engaged
by a sprung lever attached to the
zither. As the cylinder moved
sideways from tune to tune the
appropriate cam came into position
under the lever.

Undoubtedly the most accept-
able zither application is on boies
with more than one comb.
Examples are the Harp, Tremolo
and Harp, Harmonique boxes with
zithers applicable to one of the
two or sometimes three combs;
and the Harp Eolienne type, having
a small second comb with a zithei
under its teeth, which gives an
efiective aeolian harp ac-ompani-
ment to the music from the main
comb.

When restoring a zither, the
remaining tissue paper may indi-
cate the span of teeth to cover,
which almost always excluded the
extreme bass and 

-treble 
teeth. I

think it is worth the trouble of
making o try
the efie thi;
card ab f the
comb le wide

teeth corresponding with the ccimb
teeth. Then set the box playing and
apply the cardboard comb lightly
to the centres of the middle range
of teeth. when the zither effect will
clearly be heard. By moving the
card along the comb one can
decide the best span for the zither.
By moving the card further from
the tooth tips and altering the
pressure you apply to it, the range
of the zither eftect can be explored.

Experts agree that ideally the
tissue roll should touch the comb
teeth about two-thirds of their
lengths from the tips, which is why
zithers are often seen not to be
parallel to the cylindner. But the
large slots usually found in the
fixing bracket suggests that this
was a very empirical matter, and
perhaps appearance was taken into
account.

There is often a tendencv to
exaggerate or amplify musical
effects, and I think some of the
dislike of zithers mav be due to
their being set to beai too heavily
on the comb teeth. When the tis-
sue roll is applied, it should only
just be deflected when it touches
the comb. Sometimes it takes a
rather tedious adjusting session to
achieve this. And, of course, when
you've done it a lot of people will
still say they don't like it. . . . O

Piano Museum's 0rchestrion Fund
ONE of the most important of the
instruments in the -collection 

of
the British Piano Museum at Brent-
ford in Middlesex could well be
lost to collectors and the museum
world unless f,8,000 can be raised
by ]une this year.

The instrument in question is
the Imhof & Mukle orchestrion
which dates from about 1899. For
many years this machine remained
mute in the old Imhof premises in
London's New Odord Street.
Twelve years ago, the owners, then
styled Imhof (Retail) Ltd, agreed
to loan it to the Piano Museum
;havihg said that it was " worth
f,lm " and that they would never
sell it. Restored to playing order,
it is now one of the most important
instruments in the collection and
has been seen and heard bv
thousands.

Now, though, Imhof has changed
hands and its new owners, Video
Communications, announce that
they will be recalling the orches-
trion for sale by public auction.

Ilowever, all may not be lost
because the owners have said that
they are prepared to sell the instru-
ment to the museum, a charitable

trust run by our honorary rnem-
ber Frank Holland, MBE, for the
sum of f,8,000 - certainly well
below the value which auction
would realise.

But there is a time limit on the
ofter and unless the [8,000 is
found within three months, the
orchestrion will be removed from
Brentford and disposed of, most
likely outside the British shores.

Frank Holland says: "Yet another
priceless piece of our creative his-
tory will ioin a long sad list if this
instrument is allowed to leave the
country through our own neglect
and disinterest"

Now National Heritage has set
up an appeal fund to save this
organ, made in Viihrenbach in the
Black Forest, and is inviting every-
body who would like to contribute
to keep this orchestrion with its
original 100-volt DC motor in the
country.

If you would like to help, send
your contribution to " Orchestrion
Appeal ", National Heritage, PO
Box 689, London SWIS 2PD, or
direct to the British Piano
Museum, 368 High Street, Brent-
ford, Middlesex, TW8 OBD. O
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Repairing Broken Reeds
by D H Snelling

I WAS recently fortunate enough to
acquire an early cylinder box with
an l8-note reed organ. The organ
section is in the middle of the
cylinder but there are no identify-
ing makers' marks. However the
box is almost certainly Swiss judg-
ing by the pages of a Geneva news-
paper dated lst May 1875 which
have been used to line the inside
of the bellows. The knob on the
ratchet winding lever is round and
not flat which suggests it is not a
Bremond box and I would appreci-
ate any suggestions as to the pos-
sible maker.

When acquired, the box featured
virtually every known fault and it
is hoped to write an article on the
work required to put it in order
when this has been completed. In
the meantime these few lines on
the repair of a number of broken
or out of tune reeds may be of
interest.

The box is described on the
tune sheet as " No. 646-Flfites 10
Pouces " * and plays six airs. Un-
fortunately the organ section was
barely working and when the bel-
lows was removed it became clear
that four or five reeds in the reed
bank were not speaking at all. As
the organ is of the celeste type
there are 36 reeds in pairs giving
18 notes in all.

The reeds are all of the simple
harmonium type consisting of a
brass frame an inch or so in length
with a long, slightly tapered slot
towards one end about half an inch
by one eighth of an inch in size. The
dimensions of each reed frame and
each slot vary according to the
note with the smaller ones being
the higher notes and the larger
ones the deeper notes. The tongues
or reeds themselves turned out to
be made of brass and were rivetted
to the brass frames. The illustra-
tion below shows hows each frame
and each reed are constructed and
it is of interest to note that the

'The word pouce is the unit of
measurement used for defining the
length of the musical box cylinder and
comes within the following table of
mensuration:

12 points : I ligne : 2.256 mm :
0.0895 in

12 lignes : I pouce : 27.072 mm :
1.065 in

12 pouces : I pied; 6 pieds : I toise
or 1,949 metres
Hence the length of the cylinder in

the musical box described here is 10.65
inches or 270,72 mm.-Editor.

reeds were each hand-filed out of
a solid piece of brass about l/16"
thick.

When I realised that so manv
reeds were corroded, broken or
just not sound my investment be-
gan to look less attractive particu-
larly when enquiries about reed re-
pairs initially drew a blank. I was
eventually rescued by a piano tuner
friend who is over eighty years old.
He knew how to repair or make
reels for harmoniums and had a
supply of old harmonium reeds.

The reed bank turned out to
have a record of the tuning scale
in the Tonic Sol-Fa notation pen-
cilled against each note and this

is set out below. As all the reeds
are in pairs it is not always neces-
sary to have the tuning scale as it
is possible to tune a repaired reed
to the remaining good one of a pair
but the scale does help if both
reeds in a pair have ceased to work.
Knowledge of the scale has another
advantage in a music box with an
organ section as it enables reeds
to be tuned to individual teeth on
the music combs or oice uersa. This
can prove to be a valuable facility
in the case of a damaged comb or
if the leads on the music comb are
missing or badly corroded.

After an anxious wait, my friend
eventually returned the reed bank

Note taper ancl
upwa^:rd. curl

of reed..

Side view

Screw hole Rivet holes Screw hole

Top view

Note slight
taper

towa^rd.s tip

Top view of reed.

TTPICAI REH) ASSEMBLY

DRAWN ASOUT TWICE ACI'IJAI SIZE

(tlot to scale)
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to me having replaced the missing
and damaged reeds with reeds
adapted from his stock of old har-
monium reeds and demonstrated
to me the method of fine tuning
a reed by scraping or filing a small
amount of metal from the reed
with an angled filing tool known
as a " bulls foot ". By the use of
this tool the pitch of one of the
reeds in a pair is very slightly de-
tuned from the pitch of the other
one until a beat frequency of say
l0 or 20 Hertz is generated when
both reeds are voiced together. It
is this fine detuning which pro-
duces the distinctive celeste efrect
which is a feature of this type of
box.

An accident
I was grateful to have the reed

bank back and started to reas-
semble bellows and so on when I
had an unfortunate accident whilst
trying to coax a reed into speaking
properly. Having seen how my
friend had repaired and tuned my
broken reeds I thought I would
attempt to repair my own damage
and conceal my embarrassment at
my clumsiness.

After disassembling the reed and
its frame by punching out the rivets
I measured the thickness of the
broken reed with a micrometer at
each end and found that the
reed itself had a taper as indi
cated in my illustration. I then
selected a piece of suitable brass
shimstock and cut a replacement
reed to approximate size with a
pair of fine scissors. The tongue of
the reed next requires to be work-
hardened to give it a suitable
temper and this is done by beating
it gently over its whole length
against a hard steel surface with a

is not
work-
but it
'when

the reed is about right by placing
the butt in a vice and gently tweak-
ing the tongue to see if it has the
right resilience and makes a musi-
cal sound. The reed was then filed
to the exact shape of the original
with care being taken to produce
clean parallel edges to the thin
tongue. This is done by draw-filing
using a smooth file along the length
of the metal-never cross its width.
This tongue reguires to be shaped
to exactly fill but not touch the
souare slot in the reed frame. Be-
fore filing the edges care should
also be taken to file the taper in
the thickness of the reed to con-
form approximately to the original
reed profile. In this process care
must be taken to leave the reed a

just liitle thicker than the old reed
to allow for metal to be filed oft
in the tuning process.

Next problem
The next problem is to secure

the reed on top of its slot in the
brass frame and this is normally
done by rivetting. Flowever, I sug-
gest that it is easier to locate the
reed in its slot if it is done by tin-
ning and soldering the two pieces
together taking care to avoid the
use of too much solder or excess
heat. Extreme care in positioning
the tongue is essential at this stage.

Once the reed assemblv has cool-
ed off, check that the ieed, when
pressed down, just fills the slot
without fouling the edges. If it
does, ease it up again gently by
sliding a razor blade between the
reed and the brass frame. The reed
can then be checked by mouth
sucking (not blowing) and, with
luck, will speak. If not, don't des-
pair, but gently curl up the free
end of the reed and try again. The
likelihood is that it will speak with
very little further attention provid-
ed that the shaping and position
of the reed have been carried out
with care and accuracy and all
burrs have been removed with
a fine grade of wet and dry abrasive
paper. Care must also be taken to
ensure there is no dirt or solder in
the slot or under the reed.

Once the reed speaks properly it
can be tuned by filing or scraping
away part of the thickness of the
reed. Removing metal at the thick
end (a) will flatten the note and re-
moving metal from the other half,
the tip, at (b) will raise the note. In
order to be able to file the reed
you will need to slip half a stain-
less steel razor blade between the
reed and the frame as a suPport.
Err on the side of caution when

ORGAN MUSICAL BOX 646
TUNING SCALE OF ORGAN REED

filing the reed or you may daniagp
or break it and have to start again.
With practice the tuning operation
will be found very easy provided
you have another reed to tune to.
Once in tune the final touch is to
detune one reed to provide the
right degree of tremolo or celeste
effect - usually a slow beat.

At this stage open a can of beer
and admire your work whilst wash-
ing the taste of brass, flux and
solder from your mouth. In order
to minimise the amount of mouth
work, the pitch of the reed can also
be checked at the various stages
by tweaking its end very gently
with the tip of a fine penknife but
the final check must be made by
sucking both reeds together to en-
sure that they speak together and
with the right degree of celeste
effect.

Final stage

The final stage in the work is
mainly cosmetic and consists of
cleaning up the butt of the old
reed, drilling through the butt of
the new reed and the solder in the
holes and then re-rivetting the as-
sembly using the original rivets and
the old butt which should. of
course. be an exact fit.

One last caution. Do ensure that
your home-made reed has approxi-
mately the same weight, stiftness
and taper as the original to which
it is being matched. It is all too
easy to end up with a stift heavy
reed or a wafer-thin light one. In
this event it may be difficult or
impossible to get both reeds of the
pair to speak together at any pres-
sure, let alone the correct air pres-
sure at which all the other pairs
of reeds will speak when rein-
stalled in the music box. Also avoid
creating a lumpy, uneven reed by
aggressive filing at (a) and (b) to
get the reed in tune. In this event
the reed may vibrate in another
mode or with a variable pitch de-
pendent on how hard you suck
when testing it. A well shaped and
tempered reed will be found quite
easy to tune provided it does not
foul the edges of its slot, but a
badly made reed will not voice
easily and may even be subject to
frequency pulling which will make
it difficult or impossible to detune
it from its pair to produce the
proper celeste effect.

If you can master the technique
of making and tuning reeds the
chances are that you can also recti-
fy a number of the other defects
likely to beset an organ box and
I hope to cover some of these in

o

No.
I
2
3
4
5
6
a

8
9

l0
1l
l2
l3
l4
l5
I6
L7
l8

SBCTION

Tonic Sol-Fa

Re
Mi
Fa*
Sol
Solf
La
LaI
Ti
Ut
utfi
Re
Ref
Mi
Faf
Sol
La
Ti
Ut

Notation
D
E
Ff
G
G*
A
Af
B
c
Cf
D
D*
E
Ff
G
A
B
c
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THE HE,ROPHON
Pietschmann's answer to Ehrlich's Ariston

by Elis Brunnberg, Sven Forsell and Bill Lindwall

ONE of the ways in which collec-
tors may acquire mechanical musi-
cal instruments is by advertising
now and then in difterent local
newspapers.

Several years ago, in response to
such an advertisement, I received
an answer from a man who tele-
phoned to say that all through his
life he had travelled with his
amusement park, which he had in-
herited from his father. Now that
he had passed 70 years, he no lon-
ger had the strength to tour and
so had been forced to sell ofi his
roundabouts and other attractions.
Among the inventories he had
found a few things which his father
bought at the beginning of the cen-
tury. These objects had not worked
for the last 20 or 30 years but he
recalled that they had once played
beautifully when he was young.

I immediately went to his place,
some 25 Swedish miles from mv
home and for a very reasonablL
sum I obtained from him a Geb-
ruder Briider barrel organ, a bird-
in-a-cage, a Herophon and some
more little things. The instruments
had been used to attract public to
the amusement park in the cities
which the travelling show had
visited.

That was all several years ago.
Now the Herophon is restored from
the bottom to the top and is play-
ing so magnificently that it is a joy
to listen to. As this is such a scarce
and unusual instrument, I think it
is time to fulfil a promise to the
editor of The Music .Bor and de-
scribe the instrument for the bene-

The Herophon

fit of the members.
First, though, an explanation as

to why we need three authors to
tell you about one instrument.
There are not so many collectors
in Sweden and still fewer who are
talented at the craft of repairing
these instruments. But the three of
us are each able to tackle various
aspects of restoration and so we
are complementary in our domains,
resulting in a beneficial and mutual
co-operation. In this way the
Herophon has been repaired and
described and hence there are three
names in the introduction !

Patented design
The Herophon was manufactured

by Euphonika Musikwerke, Peter-
strasse 18, Leipzig. This company

was founded at the beginning of
1890 and is considered to have
been one of the leading manufac-
turers of organettes. Other pro-
ducts from this company include
the Amorette, Atlas, Dolcine,
Favorite, Harmonicon, Iris, Libelle,
Lucca, Lux, Mandolinata and
Manopan.

The design of the Herophon was
patented at the Imperial German
Patent Office on March 25. 1883
and received the patent number
24074. At a later occasion, ]uly 17,
1883, was issued a suplementary
patent number 25745. The owner
of the patent was Ch F Pietsch-
mann & Scihne, Berlin.

The Herophon is considered to
be a very unusual instrument,
probably because of the essential
difference from other instruments
in the way of playing the disc.
While all the other instruments
have discs or bands which are fed
over a key frame or tracker bar,
the square " disc " lies still on the
Herophon (figure 1) while the
whole mechanism with kevframe.
reed chamber and bellows-(figure
2) is rotated and reads the under-
side (the bottom) of the disc. To
play the melody requires 70 tums
with the crank.

We can not give an explanation
why the inventor chose this pro-
cedure but it should be verv in-
teresting if any who read this 6ould
solve this mystery. Can it possibly
be so that the " reversed " wav of
playing the Herophon was a means
to avoid a collision with the patent
for the popular Ariston ?

,e

et #-(Herophom {cre
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Fig l. Contemporary advertisement for the instrument. This mentions the number of the patent which is shown

on the next page.
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The " discs ", which were made
of metal or cardboard and are
square, measure 33 x 33cm. For
some models of Herophon round
discs are used. These models are
unusual today. The difierent mod-
els of Herophons which were
manufactured were:

Herophon 0, I, II and III. Case

measures 48 x 48 x 30cm.
Herophon Excelsior IV. Case

measures 5I x 5t x 32cm.
Models 0, I, II and III all have 24

steel reeds (figure 7) of the same
type as in accordeons. Model num-
ber III was manufactured with 36
steel reeds. Model number IV was
manufactured with 2 x 24 reeds

48 reeds in all.

The instrument weighs 8 kilo.
In a sales-catalogue dated 1903:
the Model 0 cost f2 3l-. Model IV
cost f4 l0/-. An English retail dealer
ofiered in 1893 " our music-loving
customers " an introduction price
of S3 3l- for a Herophon. The discs
cost, at that time, 7{d each.

The casework of the Herophon
is in the form of an attractive
wooden black polished box. The
top of the lid was decorated with
a gaudy, beautiful decal very often
representing some famous com-
poser like Mozart, Strauss, Wag-
ner, Beethoven and so oD, or
with angels (figure 6).

The bellows are made of pre-
span (cardboard) with the corners
made of skin. It is important that
the Herophon is airtight so no
leakage will detract from its
power. Temporary repairwork on
old bellows always gives a bad re-
sult. The best thing to do is to
change both cardboard and skin
and also the flap valves. The spring
to the bellows (figure 3) must be
so adjusted so that a constant air
Dressure will be maintained in the
ieed chamber no matter how manvFig 2. Reed chamber and bellows. Top: the first of the two patents.
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Left is the second of the Herophon patent drawings
taken from 25745. Fig 6 (above) shows the pressure
arm which keeps the tune sheet firmly in contact with
the keframe. The circular driving plate which locates
the discs or tune sheets is also pictured. Fig 7 (below)
shows the top side of the Herophon with a beautiful
transfer (decal) in light blue, yellow and red. 16 cupids
cavort around the centre playing different instruments.

reeds are being sounded.

spring pressure kept low - about
20gr. Furthermore, the arm which

keys. It is of course also important
that the musical reeds are reallv
clean and firmly fixed in their
places.

It is advisable to polish the un-
derside of uneven discs with a
thin piece of sandpaper, which
reduces friction and allows a regu-
lar, steady speed to be maintaii-ed
without jerking.

The 24 notes played start with
A in the bass octave and end with
the note d in the treble.

Notes on the restoration of the
Herophon, written by Roger Booty, ap-
peared in Volume 5 (1972) of The
Music Box (WSes 224 - 225). In the
same issue, Arthur W I G Ord,Hume
described the litigation which took

place when Ehrlich, inventor of the
Ariston, successfully sued the makers
of the Herophon for patent infringe-
ment, For the benefit of newer readers
and in order to conplete the Herophon
story, this iten is reprinted as follows:

The tuning scale is as follows :

A, B, d, e, a, b : (six notes bass)

c#, d, e,f#, g#, o, b, : (seven notes)

c#, d, !1!, 9, [#, g, g#,3, b : (nine notes)

c#,9 : (two notes)

The Herophon Law Suit
The case of Polyphon v Lochmann is
well-known. The attempt by Ehrlich to
prevent other makers from using star-
wheel5 is also well-known. But the case
of the Herophon and its apparent in-
fringement on the Ariston is probably
not so widely known today.

As with so many patent infringe-
ment cases, this one was long drawn-
out, starting in 1885. Again, as in such
cases, the inventor sued not iust the
guilty party, but 'his agent'. Thus the
famed musical instrument import house
of Ihlee & Sankey of Aldermanbury
(see The Music Box, YoL 3, page
314) which was later to become Ball.
Beavon & Co found itself facing no less
a plaintiff than the Ehrlich empire.

The case was basically simple. Ehrlich

patented the instrument which was to
be known as the Ariston in l88l and
f882. Ch Pietschmann of 28 Brunnen-
strasse, Berlin, patented the Herophon
in 1884 (his English patent is number
7756 of May l5th that year). Both in-
struments consisted intrinsically of the
same components. As Ihlee & Sankey
were the British importers of the Hero-
phon, so Ehrlich took that company
to Court.

Mr. Justice Kekewich, in February
1887, found Ehrlich's charges proven
and accused Pietschmann, through their
agents, Ihlee & Sankey, of patent in-
fringement, the figure of damages and
costs to be assessed later. Messrs
Wansey, Bowen & Co, of 28 Moorgate
Street, solicitors acting for Ihlee &
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Sankey, immediately gave notice of ap-
peal which, for those unfamiliar in the
conduct of legal proceedings, meant
that the status quo would be main-
tained until the appeal could be heard.
Since the Courts of Appeal were un-
likely to hear the case for at least
a twelve-month, this also meant that
the Herophon and its little sister, the
Herophonette. could continue to be
sold quite openly to the detriment of
the Ehrlich invention.

In fact, the case was not heard until
Iune l4th. 1888. Mr Aston, QC, and
Mr Roger Wallace appeared in support
of the appeal; the Attorney-General,
Mr Moulton, QC, and Mr W N Lawson
were for the plaintiff, the respondent.

The case revolved (the pun is unin-
tentional) around the Ehrlich patent of
1881 entitled 'improvements to mech-
anical musical instruments'. Tire inven-
tion, as described in the specification,
related to that class of mechanical
musical instruments " in which the
notes or sounds are produced by the
passage of a perforated sheet or surface
across the levers operating the valves
of reeds or pipes, and it consists sub-
stantially in the employment of a per-
forated disc of circular form, or of a

Fig 3 (left) is another view of the
bellows and reed assembly showing
the keyframets uncanny r€s€[l-
blence to that of the Ariston. For
this picture, the reservoir has been
held open with two matchsticks.

number of like semi-circular discs, in-
stead of the ordinary stri^o or band
hitherto used in such instruments ".
As the new and important features of
the instrument, Ehrlich claimed (I) in
a mechanical musical instrument. the
rotative music sheet, consisting of a
disc perforated in accordance with the
notes to be produced, and co-operating
with the valve levers (as described);
Q) the combination with the valve
levers of a perforated disc consisting of
two parts, either of whicir might be ex-
changed for others without stopping the
performance, and intended to be used
when a piece of music was too long to
be placed on or perforated into one
disc only.

This may need a little explaining.
Paul Ehrlich's original idea was to
patent not just the familiar discs which

we all know. but to cover with the
same patent the use of half-discs. Here,
he foresaw the interpretation of a long
piece of music as a set of half-discs
which could be played continually. As
one segment rotated, so another could
be positioned on the other side of the
drive turntable. As we know, if this he
tried, it was never produced. The
Leipziger Musikwerke did produce an
Ariston which played a fan-like 'disc '
of segments. Trials were also made of a
subsequent patented invention using a
spiral tune sheet. Both these were de-
scribed in The Music Box, Volume
3, pages 371 and page 59I). Now Ihlee's
defence centred on the impracticabil-
ity of a half-disc arrangement and the
advantages of the stationary disc with
rotating movement. The prosecution
hinged on the interpretation of the

continued on page 240

Fig 4 (centre) shows the bottom
plate with bellows assembly and
the central hollow drive pivot shaft
through which air is drawn. Fig .5

(left) shows the top assembly.

illl lll I ll | | | | | | lf lfll
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Secret Behind the Mirror
-a dark stain reveals Paillard case origin-

THIS is a strange tale - incor-
porating a little bit of detective
work, a lot of luck and, perhaps
above all, the importance of re-
membering all the little bits and
pieces of knowledge that come be-
fore one in the course of life.

Like so many stories, this one
can be told in several ways, each
equally effective. However, for the
purpose of avoiding the appearance
of being pedantic, let us begin
with the arrival at a London auc-
tion room of a fine and rare ex-
ample of Paillard's plerodidnique
musical box. There was a lengthy
article on this with illustrations on
pages 56-59 of Volume 8 of. The
Music Box and the sequel to the
first part of the story is that the
box was subsequently bought by
the Nationaal Museum van Speel-
klok tot Pierement in Utrecht
(uide the news item on page 112
of the same volume).

It is known that there are at
least two of these boxes in exist-
ence, the other one being in the
collection of Murtogh Guinness in
New York. By courtesy of Mur-
togh, I photographed this two
years ago in colour and this pic-
ture was reproduced on page 166
of the present volume.

Between these two events. there
was a host of other activitv
which I shall try to relate as rt
happened. Now the box sold to
the Dutch museum had one notice-
able defect which spoiled its ap-
pearance. Inside the lid, a heavy,
ebonised piece of work richly in-

laid and with finely - chisellgd
ormolu edging, there was a full-
size bevelled-edge mirror and the
silvering on this mirror had been
disfigured by two large rectangu-
lar stains - these are clearly seen
in the picture on page 56 of Vol-
ume 8.

Cause and efiect

Stains on old mirrors are noth-
ing uncommon. Silvering is to this
day a delicate operation and as
many of us know to our cost, even
modern bathroom mirrors soon de-
velop ugly blemishes. The big
difference in this case, though, was
that the discolorations were rec-
tangular and, what is more, they
had straight edges ! This is where

I suddenly called to mind some-
thing which happened to me many
years ago. I was editing a handi
crafts encyclopaedia for a London
publisher and in connection with
one section of this, I had to visit
a stained-glass workshop in Sur-
rey to check on certain processes.

It was a dull winter's dav when
I arrived at the little faciorv at
Oxted to spend the day obseiving
how church windows were re-
paired. While watching a process,
the foreman brought in one of
those huge overmantles with a

wood panelling from the back to
reveal a folded-up newspaper.

When I was a youngster, the
big event in aviaiion -was the
Schneider Trophy races, an inter-
national event in which the fron-
tiers of flying were being pushed
ahead by exotic racing aircraft and
powerful engines. The death toll
among the test pilots was fearsome.
Almost every event had claimed
lives either in preparation and
practice, or in the event itself.
And so when our own British
hope, Lieutenant ferry Brinton, was
killed in the 5.68, N.247, it was a
grim day indeed, as the newspapers
duly reported.

ed-up
from

d"":?il
of that Fleet Air Arm pilot at
Calshot. I asked for, and was duly
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Mr G E Speake's Paillard has l7|in cylinders 2fin
diameter and was bought in England in 1975. Decoia-
tion is in chased brass, mother-of-pearl and ivory.

given, that old paper and, as it
was handed over, I questioned why
it had been put behind the mirror.

" Packing ", came the reply.
" They always put packing behind
the glass to absorb shock and to
keep the glass tightly in place."
Then the foreman said something
else. " It was always a very bad
thing to do because especially with
old paper, the acid in the paper
attacks the silvering."

Now it seemed to me a pretty
good guess that behind the glass
in the lid of the Utrecht musical
box would be found paper and the
question was, quite naturally, just
what would that paper be!

Before I got the chance to put
theory to the test, proof came from
a quite unexpected quarter. I was
in Murtogh Guinness's New York
home looking at his plerodi6nique
which, by the way, is numbered
10277 while the Utrecht specimen
in 9735. I happened to remark to
Murtogh that his mirror was in
very good condition and was with-
out staining.

"Ah!" he said. " But I've had it
re-silvered ", said he, " because it
was discoloured."

" What," I enquired cautiously,
" if anything *as behind tfi6
glass"

rs ", he replied.
quiries could be
ited me to open
drawers in the

said Mr{togh, demonstrating that
true collectors' approach to the
preservation of evidence even if at
the time of discovery its value
seems dubious.

I took out the pile of papers and
looked at them. All were copies of
a ne\trspaper called The London

bills. These fascinating papers
listed thousands of namei and- ad-

dresses of the defaulters, their
occupatio,ns, how much money they
owed and to whom and the dates
the debt was incurred. A number
of the names were arrowed in
pencil: two were cabinet-makers,
another was an artist, others were
upholsterers and fabric-workers.
The date of all these papers was
clearly printed as 1880.

From New York I took the
problem to Utrecht where Dick
van Minnen carefully removed the
mirror from the lid of the box
which had started it all - the one
with the badly-stained mirror.

Behind it, he found as I suspec-
ted two packs of newspaper. These
papers, though, gave us a fittle
more insight into the story. First

continued on page 250

On following
pages . . .

From the collection of member
Graham Whitehead comes this
Stella tune list. The original, un-
dated, is in poor condition but the
reproduction has been restored to
as high a standard as possible by
the Editor.

On pages 234 and 235 are re-
produced the two sides of a single-
sheet list of programme titles pub-
lished by Paillard in London. This
is from the collection of member
Colin Thorpe.

On page 236 is reproduced a
most interesting advertisement pre-
sented before the French public to
advertise the Duo-Art reproducing
piano. This fine advertisement ap-
peared in 1924 and is reproduced
from the collection of mem-

Flr"?:t 
ottenheimer or New 

I
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sTELLA
lrevetde

EN TOUS PAYS
Mddaille d'Or Genlve 1896.

premidre boite d musique

d disques mdtalligues

fabrigude en Jarsse.
La Stella, protdgrle par tle nom-

trrerrx brevets, possilde une harmonie, une
puissance ct unc prdcision musicale qui
n'ont .j;rmiris rrt6 atteintes par aucnn
instlurnent similainc.

Scs disques mdtalliques sont simple-
ment perfords, sans goupilles ni renflements,

lrar consrirluent inusables : ils 'repro-
rluiscnt des rnorceatrx rle mtrsiquc r,/s

m0nrc t,ir plus longs qlre cenx rles dis-
qrres i goupilles de rnilme tliami,trr..

-=gP-

e heJirst )Ylu5ic Joz

-tii\,t ^

"t2r)r(a

palentirt
IN ALLEN STAATEN

Goldene iledaille Genf 1896

€rste schweigerische

$pieldose mit lYettall-
Spielbldttern.

Die Stella, durch viellache Palente

geschtitzt, besitzt eine unerreichle Klang-

wirkung, hervorragende Tonfiille und vor-
tneffliche Prlzision des Vortags uncl eignet
sich vorziiglich zur Begleitung des Ge-

sanges.

Ihre tetall-tusikscheiben sintl vollstdn-
tlig unverwlistlich, tlach ohne Zaclen, nur
drrrchlrjchert ; sie enthalten um r/s, so-
gar um r/+ ldngere illusikstilcke als die bis-
her existirenden Notenscheiben von
gleichem Durchmesser.

ffia tellsii'J:3'A:;:"'*
idt dic pcrfcktc6tc

$pieldooe.

xfl

with inlerclTangeable lVelallic Iune Sheets manufaclured in $witzerland.
-\'o pins or proieetions to break off.

La designation du numiro seul suJJit pour la conmtanr[e. Mark out only llrc nuntbers yott tcislt.

Whe
-1cf

fiste des ?isques 
I

-Cist of Cune5

Sp i e / b / a tte r -Y e r5 e i c /7nl-r-t
Bei Bestellung glntigt Angabe der Nummcr.

f,eg disgues pour Stella )G 40 et 80 onl 24 cenlimdlres de diamdlre etporlenl les )Yumdros 2ool el suivqnfs.

)y5 oe el tzo ,, 351 1, ,, ,, ,,

)G a+ et 168 ,, 44 ,, ,, ,,

0ie $pielbldtterffrr Stella )v6 40 u. 8o

)fe 0e ,, 126

lToben 24 cm. ?urchmesser und lrogen die )Yummern 2001 u./olgende

"Rllrt JJ '2 ,t

)6 a+ ,, t6E ,, 44

fhe .7unes sl1eets Jor $tetta )v9 +o and ao are 9t f ,inches in diomeler ond have lhe )Yumbers 2ool andfolloving

)Y9 63 ,, 726 ,, 14 , ,, ,, ,, ,, TOol ,,

)Ye Sb ,, ,68 ,, /7'1, ,, ,, ,, ,, I ,,

,ool ,,

7,,
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Stella

llo.[{)
t{o 80

No

w27
ut28
2096

zrn
2rt2
2168
yA+
c).>y)

n;lr
2238
'1245
r276
%
2301
2gJ4
236
nztril,
'1J49
2352
%t7L
2394
24L4

n47
2048
2050
210(J
21ft)
218j
2P,39
'2%5
WL
'n78
w9
2280
2281.>)st
22&3

"&2286
z2*i
2281
2288
22td)w
Tnlqrq)
2#
m4
t295
2m
w7
23il
2368

zqn
243:l
24n
2439
2444

Stella

llos
ilo |26

27 | 7U27
28 | 1028
$ | 10fxi

101 | 1101
102 | 1102
tl2 | r1t2
168 | 1161J
2L4 | 7214
222112P/-2\ | tnt
zJ8 | 1238
245 | 7245
n6 | rn6
2$ | 1sSiill I rsOr
:,04 | 1301
3tts | 1308
$21 | 1321
rJ45 | 13+5
349 | 1349
352 I 1352nt I t:n7
:r91 | 13&l
414 | t4L4
468 | 1468

No

47
48
fll

103
1ft;
18:l
239
%5nt
n8
279
280
281,w
2&l
'2f'4
285w
'287
s8
28t)
290
'/Jt
w2
'n3
xJ4,M
ffi,N7

3il
368
395
4n
4.3[J

$7
439
440
478
4W
480
481
482

to+7
104u
1050
11Ul
11Ui
11&3
t23.J
tzti,
rnt
7278
7279
1$0
1281
L'282
1S:J
128{
LzVl
12{J6
7287
12iJ8
12&)I!il
7'/p.r
rrn
1293tw
tnb
7ffi
tN7
13tt
1368
1395
1422
1433
t437
1439
1440
74t-8
74n
1480
1481
1482

Titre-Titel-Title

und Mazurka. - Polkas and Mazurkas (Suite).

Compositeur

Componist

Polkas et Mazurkas. - Polka

La Czarine, mazurka russe Ganne
Glinka
Shauss
Ascher
ilillockel
$hauss
Clarck
Aletter
Eruschi
toniusy'ry
Tedosco
Fahrbach
Sbauca

Volubilis, mazurka .
Mazurka de I'op6ra Halka .

Les AlsacienneS, mazurka .

Le verre en main. polka.
Ceun de I'emme. iriazurka .

Joie des chantedrs, polka
Polka crois6e de Stdttin .

Palmira, polka
Dozia. mdzurka

u"k"':..:
Palmira-Polka . . . . : . : : : : :
Dozia, Mazurka. :

Schlichting
$haues
Ziehrer
Hampton
Wagner
lvanovici
A. Fleury
Ketterer
Ganne

Czibulka
H. Ghys
Resch
ilill6cker
Thomas

Turner
Lumbye
Fausi
Lincke
Audran

'.:.

' '.,

,t
Planquetle

,,
,,

,,
R. Palmer

Hertel
Faust
Lecocq
Lincke
Bruschi
teyer-LuE

A. E. Godfrey

Tr. (D.I{efi.rr
0scar torley
Wailick

Stdl'anie, gavotte
Air de L"aIII, gavotte

...:
uis"

Die Giserlkonisin, Rheinl6nder
Mascoite, Qua-iiriile, Figur I

|l
,, ,I III
,, It IV

,V
VI VI

Cloches'de Corneiilte, quadrille,'figune Glocken von Corneville, Quadrille, Figur I,, ;: -U'

Danses. - Tinze. - Dances.

,,

StCfanie, Gavotte
Air Louis XIII, Gavotte .

Heimliche Liebe.

Galol des pomlriers
Bar mont-q'et par vaux, galop

Les Lanciers, Fidur L . . ". . 

Ul 
:

,, ; lI.
,, ,, Ill .

)' ', IV.v.
Feuerriiehr-Galod' .

Ueber Sto_ck und-Stein, Galopp
Gavotte Cldmentine
Ach Emma! Rheinlbnder

,I"IV' ,, .Y

,rtrrrrt-.
,, t, ,, ,r3'

" tr!
,, ,, i)

I
II
III
IV
v

VI,, ,t
Les Lancrers, ngure

,, ,,

Gavotte Cldmilntine

I
II

UI
IV
V

Ah Emma! danse rhdnane
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$tellalStella lStella Compotiteur

Componirtilog4l ilo 63 | No '+0
[ot68lilol26l t{o80

NolNolNo

gi 
I iffil | 

*t 
lLa 

nre du rdgiri'ent, it. : e ts .lDonizetti

Titre-Titel-Title

'[" I *' | *" | 0p6ras. - 0pernst0cke. - 0peratic Music. | ,$ I fq?S i aq$ | Guillaume Tell, pribre >i . Wilhelm Tell, Gebet . lnossini V
34 | 184 | 2034 | Boccace, sdrdriade Boccaccio, Siiindchen, Holde, sch6ne . lSuppd35|1035||DonJrrair,sdr6nade.DonJuan,,St6ndchen,
Qq I lqpq I l-L.eTrouvbre, du.o: Ai nostri monti . Trovatord, Duett: In unsererHeimat .]y....ai "/
37 11Q_8?l l" .lrbbw Irtllr(,t'/l I l}rorow I$liffilffi.ql ::4011040120401 Land .lThomas '/4rll$\l?q-41 | .lt{ebcr ,t4I I r(lil | ztrrl I lreocr Jt
42 | tMZ I IUz l.b aust, romance des fleurs . n traut . l Gounod 1'
44 | tO44 | m44 | Les noces de F'isaro Dort versiss . I nozart
51 1 1051 1 2051 l La fllle du rdeirient. chacun le dit . ts
61 | 1[81 | I Die Zrseunenn . leare ,!
62 | 1m2 I | . Dichtdi und Bauer, Ouverture . lsuppd -/
€ | 1qF I i rolle . Die Stumme von Portici, Barcarolle. . . lluler
65 l1tE5 la,roa I t d: WiemeinAhnl .lzetler
95 | 1095 | 2m5 | Mae der Himmel . lFlotowgTlt0Fill?Q9?l :Lei-se,leise .iwelerl40l7740l2lnl . lBafel4Ol774Al2L40l . lBalfe

t42 | tl42 | La2 lLe , Il TroVatore. Zigeunerchor . lverdi J
L43 | L743 | 214{} | Lit . Little Tvcooir -. . ispencer
150 | 4!q I 4!0 lNo . NormaiDuett: Theure Norma . la'eniniiH lii53 Iti# liriust,cheurdessoldats . Fau#3;fi;Lilfi.*"1'"'.' . . tGounod /

4nl!407 e/:nt

lillTT54lAS4lLeshuguenots,bdn6dictiondespoignards. . DieHugenotten. .lileyerbeer
155 14!qlo1*l_,, ahm'n,lochaigllsuses " frhnn . : . . : | ,,i# lii56 I l# -"'. -:".
757 17157 1 l Bo ill . lBatle
158 11158 1 ll-e bos . .lc.zetter
159 | 11!9 | | I-e ne avatine . lBossini
161 | 1161 | 21fl | Lucie, Sextett . Lucie, Sextett . lDonizetti

1q? l!|R l?1q? lFraDiavolo.Vor,ezsurcetteroche . FraDiavolo.Osehtauf ienenH6hen . ll$.t
lAB | 4q3 | ?1E3 | 9b . lwebr ,/
1Q! | 11q1 | ?!Qa I L. plet du sabre Couplet . | Ofienoach .

166 11166 lZrA;lCu e .'. . .lRossini ,I
1-69 111€14€ll-" n :Behiit'dich .lilessl6r
175 | 1175 | 2775 | Les Gondolrers, (lanse espaEnole . I'he Gondoliers, Uachuska dance . lsullivan
178|11?8| - |Cavalerielergdre,Ouverture-. .LeiclrteCavallerie,Ouverture .lSuppd
181 I 1181 | 2181 | TannhAuserl cheur des pdlerins Tarrnhiiuser, Pilgerchor . I Wajner ./,I24|7n4|!}21iCarmen,cltansonduToi6adorCartnen,Toread.orLied

| 1 | 2225 i Rigoletto, La dona e mobille . Rigolerto, Ach u'ie so trtigerisch . lVerdi
I t | 24q lRifoletto. Quatuor ,, ' Quatuor . | ,,
I f | 2227 ll-e-Trouvbr-e, Vliserere . Il Tnovatore. Miserere . L,,
l1 12228]lo'F-n':r"a"'lrh^r^-'r^lsuosorriso 'Ilbalendelsuoso*iso .l eI r I te,w I r -uu -vrrr-v rr v@rgrr ugr -uv -vrrrsv . I t,W\L:mltml .Ernani, Involami .l ,,

2il1 | 1230 | 2230 | re andante . ll\ ilhelm Tell. Ouverture-Andante . lRossini
A?11???l- | Ombreldgbre .Dinorah.Schlttentanz .ltoyerbeer.o. I L.ot | | vtrtulg rvE,grg . DtLlvrdtr. ouu4LUErrLdllz . . lrrer!
2&3 I 1233 I I Martha: Lorsqu'e mes veux . Martlra: Ach so lromm . lFlotow
2j5 | 1235 | I Les cloches de Corrrevill6, chanson des cloches Glocken von Corneville, Glockenlied . I Planquette
236 | 1236 | i vovez par ci Chor der Mii.ede . I236 | 1236 | i ,, ,, voyez par ci ,, ,, 'Chor 

der Mii,gde . I ),

?4Q11?!Ql:P4f1 lT.ppmiinetlary;6ip,'Qoupletducasque Docrlonzrrnd,lioHanrl Holmlisd . .lLecocq{stilrzail i fiil''.1;i.i;;. *..:::lA;;;"'
244 | 7?4_4 I L Ario, Bewise intime time . lOellier
Xfi | IWi I I bs ma plus tendfe enfance . |Flotow

m I IW I I Sdville, Rien ne p^eu.t changer pocq P . ll"r:1ii68 li2(j8 1.-" lLuc"ezratr""eii,btii;;',i"*5d"-ri"",i.'-."'. . . r-u"""r,"borsra,Lrpescaroreie"o"uil. . . .loon:r.ni
ryA I ITQ I gA I Les'contes d'Floffmann, barcarolle . . Hoffmann's Ei'ziihlunsen, Barcirolle . lOfienbach .1
320 | 1320 | 2320 | . ltorse
340 11340 12340 1 ime .lteyerbeer
374173741 - | .l ,,
4$ | 1405 | 2405 | . ltonckton406114ffi124/sl a .llamesPhilp406114ffi124(6l a .llamesPhilp
!Q7^ | 14Q7 | 94ni i Tha amnnnrrs llnldficfi han wonliohrp Gnl,lffssh . lt. SyOney

4Qql1lQql I rit . .l ,,l,Ac8 liros| | rit ".".::
i409 114()9 1 I .lllonckton
i4mlL4nl I er .lSullivan
l4:{)l1,tq0 l I Tnin IAL'I\ | --
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Titre -Titel - Title.

Gonpocitour
Componlst

Comooger

No

485
4gJ

1
I
3
4
o
6
a

8
9

10
11
t2
13
t4
15
16
17
18
19
48
52
53.A

66
68

105
t17
131
t5.L
170
199ffi
2t6
218
z1:9tn
247
255ffi
zTJ
fi4
n5
2n
3m
302
303
306
309
310
311g7
330
331
335
338
346
350
370
t04qa
473
41lt
453
477
476

1m1
1m2
108
1ffX
1m5
10Ij
1007
1m8
10m
1010
1011
tuz
1013
1014
1015
1016
101?
10n8
1019
1046
1052
1053
10tt
1066
1068
1105
1111
1131
1151
1170
1199
1ZF
I%!6
1218
t2L9
7:m
t247rw
12,ffi
Ln3
rn4
7275
tn7
13m
1.112
1303
13m
1309
1310
1811
L:ln
1330
1&34
1335
13118
1346
1350
1370
t4M
t4tr
7473
1418
14b3
1.1?1
7+i6

No

1485
14gl

2m1
N2
20Gm
2m5
2006wl
2008
2m
2010nrl
fr12
2013
?p't4
2015
Pore
nr?
ru18
fl)l9
n4s
ffizgF3
nilM
2068
2105
27tL
2t3l
2l5t
zL'n
zLV)w
nt6
nt8nfitm
2247
n55
nifr
n73
xI74
m5
{zn
2300
nff2
2303
2306
2309
2310
23It
nz7
2330

No

?48
z!tg}.

2gl5
2338
2346
2350
2ts70
2n4
24lr
2t73
24t8
2453
?t7r
'w6

Op6ras. - Opernstiicke. - Operatic Music (Suite).

Une fusitive. Oh ! i'aime la soci6td' . . A Runaway Girl, Oh ! J lowe society, song
6ffii?eilisioitit'"-C-oto*b-,-op.comique . . LittleChrisfph.Cdlumbus,Oh,Honey'myHo"ne1'

Valses. - tiralzer. - Waltzes.

Ma reine
Le bleu Danube .

Flots du Danube
Faust.
Le petit bleu
Apibs le bal
Estudiantina .

Le vin, la femme et le chant
Les cloches de Corneville
Nanon. valse d'Anne .

L'invitation d, la valse
,Roses du Midi
La fille de Madame Angot .

Le baron boh€mien

se.
re, Laura
than

Lapetitepeoheuse. . : : : :

Vie'd'artiste
Jollvfellows ...
Isa6ella .

La Gitana .

Esrranita. danse espa.gnol
La belle 6toile . -. .

Gartenlaube :
A souper, valse chantde.
Sur leRhin enchanteur
Carmen, Sylva
Grande valse brillante
Robin Hood
La Sdr6nata
Le Mikado .

Les Viennoises, valse No 1 .

La Masbotte
Ldgendes de la forOts viennoise
Led hirondelles d'Autriche .

Si doux
Thdrbse .

Hbnsel et Gretel .

L6qendes du vieux temps
El Turia. valse espd.snole
Sur les ailes de la^nu-it

l'opdra .<Geisha>

op.64 No 1

::
l,es bals de I'Universitd .

Sois mienne
thlieht)
the-Hills, Waltz-song.

Marianne :::::::::
Jeu des ondes (Ripoline Waves)
La S6r6nade. Die'Seretade
The Conquerors. \ryaltzes .

Babbie Waltzes "from " the little Minister .

Ivleine I(0niein
i;';;.^.;iib";;; itru"" lo""u . .

Donaurvellen .

Faust.
\\ieingeister
Nachtrem Balle
Estudiantina
\\/ein. Weib und Gesang
Die Giocken von Corneville

alzer .
Tanz.
den

Ansot
Die $-oee .

Ob ich dich liebe
Hampel .

Iispaha
Wiener Blut

t. 
: : : :

DerarmeJonathan . : : . : :

Fern vom Balle .

Die kleine Fischerin
Krinstlerleben
Lustiee Brrider
Amerlkanischer Walzer .

Gitana
Espanita, spanish waltz
Wlldmeiste:r. Trau, schau l
Gartenlaube
Beim Souper. Walzerlied
Am wunderschOnen Rhein. Walzerlied .

Carmen. Svlva
, ValSe brilldnte
Robin I{ood
Serenata
Der Mikado

, WeanerMad'ln, WalzerNol
Mascotte

, Geschichte aus dem lVienerwald
Dorfschwalben aus Oesterreich .
Wie stiss

, Theresa.
, Hbnsel und Gretel, Klusperwalzer
. MArchen aus schdner Zeit .

alzet .

: : 
o.n":..o:*l"l

. Chopin's Walzer. Oper 81 No 1

. Himinlische Reize .'
, Zenda
. Universitits-Ball-Tiinze

Sei mein.
. Nordlicht
, Enelisches 

-Walzerlied

, Wilzer tiber das Rattenfdngerlied .

Marianna
Kriuselnde Wellen

, The Serenade.
. Eroberers Walzet .

, The little Minister, Amerikanischer Walzer

L. tonckton
lvan Caryll

Coote jr.
loh, Shause
lvanovici
Gounod
L, de Wenzel
Carl Kiefert
Waldteulel
Joh. Shauss
Planquette
Gen6e
Weber
Joh. $hausg
Lecocq
il6ha
Rosenzweig
FUrster
Waldteufol
loh. Shauss
Sbauss

,,
till0cker
Sbauss
tillUcker

,,
Gillet
Waldmann
thausc
tfollghedt
Pflueger
Bucalossi
G. Rosey
Joh. $hauss

chatd;
Fdrsler
lYanovici
Sc{rulhofi
B. de Kowen
d'Arcy Jaxonc
Bucalossi
Ziehrer
Audran
Sbauss

t,
FUrslor
Faust
Humperdinck
Faust
Grenado
Faust
$idney Jonea
0. Roeder
Chopin
D. tillor
Witmark
Wagner
Eilenberg
ilillUcker
J. Caryll
teuendorfi
Waldteufel
Juventino Ros
Y, Herbert
W. Fursl
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No

2015
m56
$o9
2064
2069
2$t7
20sJ
2LW
a08
2110
2L7:)nn
2t37
21:JfJ
zLn
2182
z2.1r
D1:l
NB
t2t7
n49

2:60
2263
r2a
zzD-
2HJ7
23tl}
2:{4
zw
xJ4l
xJa
234:J
zw
23sj
237J
2381
23{Ir
iA72
24L5
2479
24:m

24n

24:h
24t8
244p
244t'
24ffi
2+70
%:77
249+

2049,NJ[
2125
ztn
2741
2747
,TT,]7

2{6
:1250

14

68

No

u2
343
&59
:rffi
YB
381
3S
472
475
419
4n
4%
4n
434
436
438
442
M;
469
470
4n
4U

lvo

1055
1056
1059
IW
1069
1087
10rB
tru
118
1110
1113
11'20
1137
1138
tr77
1182
t277
7:n2
1273
l27t-
7249
721t)
7xt)
1263
LW
7WJ
1:I)7
11123
1:t26
1:139
7:AL
taz
134:l
1359
1:J&;
137J
1381
13{IJ
t472
t4r5
L4r9
1420
L4X;
L4n
1134
1436
1438
L442
t44ij
146)
1470
74n
7494

55
56
59
M
ffi
87
93

107
1ftt
110
113
120
1:17.t38

li7
1rJ?
211
?1?
:113
2I7
2-19

$0
3G3,XA

11)9
3r)7
3l:3
33;
:}j9
u7

49
1)4

725
1.t9
t4t
747
237
2h
250
3n

1(X9
1m4
llTo
1139
7t47
Lt47
t23?
1246
tzfr
137:

Titre-Titel-Title

Chants et Airc. - Lieder und Arien - Songs and Airs.

Lonele.r- .

Chant des fleurs
Honre su'eet home .
(iod save the Queen
Mon lreau sapin. (Marvland. mr-Marrland)
Contenple mbn Dieu s"ul soir tr:6ne
Choral de Luther
La Marseillaise
H.1'mne hational autrichien
Spinn, spinn, chant suddois
Hlnrne national rrrsse

Lorele.r', Volkslied .

Blumenlied
Enelisches Volkslied
HeiI dir im SieeerkraHeiI dir im Sieserkranz
O Tannenbaurir. Volkslied
The home ovc there

La Paloma, air mexicain

::::::
il..::.

Une aventure au harem .

Quand les feuilles frdmissent, romallce
Hvmne ir AeEir
A'i'e Maria . 

".
Dernier espoin
Les Rameaux

.Notit. : :

oe vo)'age

amiricain . .

,t'"1 .:::
Jod Machqbde, See the conquering Lur" "o-..Jusrlu'ld. (Till there)
Edehveiss. chant
l,e Ra nt populaire suisse
[I.1'mn
Aptrol
\f i'en

chant .

que j'tri r0vd ? .

tel, Roi des cieux .
Manche loyale italienne .

La Hart're Eolienne
I.'rltoile'de Bethlehem .

Jdsus de Nazareth .

Chant national du Transvaal.
Je suis abandonnd .

Les cloches de Trinitd
Bonheur lrerdu
I.e repos du Dimanche
Largo
Funiculi, Funicula, Jammo

Wenn die Schu'alben hciml,iirts, Volkslied
Amerikanisches Nationallied
Still ruht cler See, Lied
Ein Abenteuer im Harem
Wenn die Bl6tter leise rauschen
Sang an Aegin
Ave-Maria.'- .

Letzte Hoffnung.
Die Palmen
Ihr Kinderlein kommt
Stille Nacht, heilise Naclrt .

Ich bete an die Macht der Liebc
Ach ! lieber Schaflner. Reise-Alrenteuer .

Santa Lucia
Amerikanisches Nationallied .

Friihling ne
Adeste F mn)
Grosser
Judas Machabde. Seht der Sieger from*i I . .

Bis dahin
Edelweiss. lVer nennnt mir

I(uhreigen
che Naifonalhyrnne
rfe, Trdumerei
hes Volkslied .

Iiomm ! Karline, komm !
Weisst du Muatterl was i tr6-unlt balr
O du frohliche, o,du selige .

Italienischer K0niesmarich
Die Aedlsharfe
Der Stern von Bethlehenr
.Iesus von Nazareth
'fransvaalsch Volkslied .
Forsaken, Verlassen bin i
Dreieinigkeitsslocken .

Verlorn6s Gltilk.
Die Sonntassruh !
Largo '.

Neapolitanisches Volkslied

Piices caractdristiques. - Salonst0cke. - Caracteristic pieces.

[,e Carnaval de Venise
Les cloches du monast0re .

Mandolinata 
: 

. - . : : : : . : DesErrgelsSerenade. .lBraga-D;iG;ft;de"iruoii'",,. . . :. . : : .:Badarzewska.lubel-Ouverture. .lWeber

Composileur

Componbl

Silcher
Lange

T. C. 0'Kane
Dr ilarlin
R. de I'lsle
Haydn
H. Jllngst
A. T. Livot
Yradier
Rossini
Wilhelm
Abt

Pleil
Lincke

KaiserWilhelm
Gounod
Gottschalk
Faure
Schulk

Gabetti.
S. Smith
S. Adams
Gounod
C. F. van Bees
Koschat
Fitpahik
Sprowacker
L. Prechll
HXndel
Denza

Lincke
Conradi

Reissiger

Hnndel
Kerker
Peuschel

Wilder

Spahn
iltsctrera i
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ilo t!0

ilo 80
, Titre - Titel - Title

x' 
I Airs anglais etam6ricains. - Englische und amerikanische Arien.- English and american Airs.

2058
2059
2060
M
2069
n77
n72
2073
n74
n75
2076
2TJI7
2ffi8
w9
2080
2081
2082
2083
2084
2085
2086
2087
2ffi8
2ffi9
'il{)
2091
m2
2098
2099
2r04
nw
2115
2776
2777
%79
ztn
zP;l
,JL24

ZI2I)
'm7nn
2130
%n.a35

2136
2144
2745
2748
2749
2160
2772
2173
2774
2779
2180
z!82
2198w
wn
22A3
2n4
2205
2n6
2207
tn3
224:L
224J:3

2252
2253
2254
2258

Dixie's Land. chant amdricain
Home, sweet home
Blue bells of Scottland

. Amerikanisches Lied . . lEmmet
EnElisches Volkslied . . .

Bla"uen Blumen Schottland's. Lied .

:.:
solate

Thee..::: toi .

ateur
Greenland's' ' ' ' 1 }inqlischechordle.OWer J ---o------ -

i' "', : : : :,;:::T::"il::ll-.r."1'", : : :

The home over there . . Contemplons mon Dieu sur son tr6ne

I
I

l Enelische Choriile .t-
I

l
I
l

The Banner, song . A
Oid .. .0 ischesVolkslietl
Mar Georcia . A
Red e Britdnnia . Englisches Lied .

The Mockins bird . Amerikanisches Couplet
Katv did. so"ns . ,,
Kathben Mav"ourneen, ballarl . Englisches Coupljlt

Amerrliantscller uesang .

Schottisches Lied
Amerikanisches CouPlet'.

], r.t.i. . . . . ..
., ciiupi.t'

The darkie's dream . Amerik'anischer Gesang.
Old oaken bucket . Amerikanisches Couplet

'i:.l'. 
" '.lnds .

firii"i'",?Hr1i"'1"']"1 : . :::. ;
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' t".tt"l'' 

. - :

". ::
Ineav New-York,Mollv . . . : . : . . voltr',Amerikanisches Couplet'
wiiaid of the Nile, St. fight, st. bright . Der Zauberer vom Nil
The new Bully
Dundee, mv God how rvonderfull thou art .

Shall w'e slther at te river .

Kelton'siieel . 
: . . . . . : :

r : .'il#l{l.iL',':iltl'. ' :

N0841 ilo63
Io t68l ilo 126

Stella I Stella

Nol No

58
59
60
u
69
77
.lc)

?3
74
l.)

76
i')

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
Bti
87
88
89
90
:)1
CD

98
99

7M
109
115
11ti
717
L19
I22
12:3
7%
LNJ
r27
7n
130
732
135
13ti
74
L45
148
749
160
772
173
L74
179
180
182
198
200
n2
203
n4
205
206
2fJ7
n3
241
243
252
253
zil
258

1G58
1059
1&i0
TW
1069
1071
1U72
1073
7074
1075
1ffi6
7077
1078
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1$4
1085
10&i
1087
1ffi8
1&p
109)
1091
7un
1098
1Un
1704
110t)
1115
1116
1rt7
7719fn
7rn
7124
7726
7127
7tn
1130
rl32
1135
1136
7144
7145
1748
rr49
1160
7772
7773
7L74
7779
1180
7782
1198
€m
Lnz
12txl
\W
1205
1206
7W7
72?3
1241
t2At3
7252
1253
72M
1258

Composihur

Compoilist

Carey

S. Webbe
Dr Th. Hastings
Lowell Mason
G, Fraue
Dr Low. tason
0. Holden
S. B. Harsh
Holbrook i

Wm. H. ilonk
P. P. Bliss I

G. F. Root
Lowell tason
H. G. t{dgell
W. B. Bradbury
DI Th.
Lowell lllason
T. C. 0'Kane
lohn Wyelh i

Geo. C.Stebbinsi
W.G. Tomer I

P. P. Bliss L

G. Brane

ilack'
Bratton

Foster
H. C. Work

Hanthorne
Johnson
Crouch
White
Cliflon
lrwin
Spenser
Foster
Castling
Starr
Lansing
Dinsmore

Petrie
Scotch
Jacobte
Ward
Bratton
ilarion
Kneass
Dunn
Sudds

Templelon
Glennon
Geo. Evans
G. L. Davis
John Dillon
G. Kerker
V, Herbert
I.-W. Cavanagh
Howard
R Lovry

Grobe

Ascher

23r
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11084 No63 iilo40 l
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No

7%r
1'262
1316
1317
1318
1:119
132+
l32it
1326
1328
1329
1332
1351
1355
13rU
1357
1358
1300
1362
136J
13ti4
136;
1;i67
139:j
1397
1399
1400
1401
74n
1403
1410
t4t6
ML7
1427
1a28
7434
L443
1444
t4{c
14,16
]447
1448
L4:fi
t45r
1455
t4r
r475
1486
1487
1488
14U9
149)
L49t
L4g2

1028

1113

1183

1184

118D

1186
1187

1188
11SJ

No

2:(i1
2262
2316
2317
:318
2319
232+
2325
2326
2328
232t)
2332
2351
235;-)
2356
2357
23i)S
23(n
2362
2363
2At4
2365
2367
2393
2397
23)
24[n
240r
2402
24tB
2470
2416
2417
2427

2434
2443
2444
2445
244+)
2447
2448
24ffi
245r
2455
24ffi
2475
24&i
2497
2488
2489
24m
24gl
2492

2U28

2113

2183

27&+

2185

2186
2187

2188
2189

\o

261
!:2
316
317
318
319
:t24
325
326
328
3:9
332
351
.J.1-)

3il6

35iJ
:t60
362
3GJ
3(;1
3ti5
3ti7
393
:197
399
400
401
402
i()3
4r0
4t6
4r7
427
428
434
4+3
444
445
446
447
448
450
45r
455
4
475
486
487
488
489
490
4gr
4\r2

2J
113

183
184
185
186

187

188
189

Titre-Titel-Title

Airs anglais et am6ricains. - Englische und arnerikanische Arien.
English and american Airs (Suite).

'l'he sveetest stor.1' cver told
Love's old srveet song
Coure aud kiss me, hdne.r'dear
Old blak Joe

'own
cold grounrl

NarcissussonE . : ' ' ' ' : : : ' :

lou;-ru nof iliS onlv pebble'on the leach . :

Crarrrx'Dan tle Sno'tin Man
" Seijdr " Guide rire, o Thou Great Jehovah
She u'anted something to pla;- with
A lrot time in the old town.

u love -ler man?
mother's name
ips

uiik"to-.. . . : . . .

Louisiana Lou
oD'

.).'i*: 
.

Amerikanisches Couplet .

Das alte srisse Lied von der Liebe

Amerikanische Couplets

Amerikanische Lieder

Englisches Lied .

E;Eii;;i;;; c-i.o.ir . .

Arierikanisches Nationallied .

) Amerikanische Couplets

Englischer Choral .

soug. . 
I

o:t*? . : . . I 
o-t'ikanischelieder

.Don't send her away, song I

The Soldiers of the Oueen . . Enelisches Lied .

Lead,-kind\' Ligh, amid the encircling gloom. Lied .

The Hol.y Cit.y -.
La Harpe Eolienne.
The losi chord
The Star of Bethlehem al .

Lied.

Froschiied, Ameritiiniscfrrr Sing . .

Amerikanischer Choral .

Amerikanisches Lied.

'i ',

Gloire I Gloire ! All6luia
Adieu(rus;iar;.--._-.-. . : . . : . .

Amerikanisches Walzerlied
Apollo Harfe. TrAumerei
Fl'eurette-Tanz

Acrio.rr uorlt"]Ia
Ax'r,. rrr Bepeaa .

Ilft-,usnn "l

Airs russes. - Russische Arien. - Bussian Airs.

La tie pour le Czar, mazurka . Jfiugnr BA rlApfl. lla3vpxa
H1'mne national russe . Bone I{apn xponu .

Kamarinskaia, danse russe . Itaruapnncrar
Sur une route pav6e, rornance russe ..IIo V"ur$ IIocToson .

Ah l mon seuil, romance russe . Axt, ! cfrur nou, cfnu.
Vers petite mbre sur le Volga, romance russe Burr.'t:l no uag'rurb, lro so.xr+
[,a tornbe d'Ascold
A[r ! mon bouleau, romance russe
Le matelot, romance russe.

Compositeur

Componisl

lStults

I{dvin
Stanley Carter
Trevathan
Holbrook
Chapman
Metz
Bratton
Stanley Carter
frevathan
S. L. Hecht
E. Hogan
Leslie Stuar'l
R. de Koven

Molloy
Gaunt
Foster
Gaunt
Foster
Balte
Webster

B. Fagan
C. K. Harris
G. L. Davis
C. Olcott
Rosenfeld

Stuart
J. B. Dykes
S. Adams
Sidney Smith
Sullivan

l{ugent
Wilder

Stephan Ada

A. B. Sloane
Adam Geibel
Trevathan
Fitzpatrick
J. W. Bratton
Paul Dresser
Bosenfe!d
thackf & Kerry

lefierson
G. M. Cohan
J. Stromberg

Johanna
G. F. Root
W. Kittredge
J. P. Knight
Harry Dacre
fony Stanford

A. Gurilew

A, Gurilew

Vilbois

A, Werstowsky

Prigogiago 
I

Vilb'ois 
I

Gllnka

Livof
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I Compositeur

- Title. I Componist

i

. Chinesische Lieder. 
i

i

Falls keme Ersatzsticke /ur fehtende Nummern gewiinscht werderr, muss dies besonders bei det Bestellung angegeben
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PA-Eer&AR@u'S MUSm-@AIhr E@ @iS,
STYLE 7I]-.

LIST OF TUNES.
In Ordering please quote Number of Cylinder.

CYLINDER No. 1
My Queen, Valse
Prima Vista, Polka
Nanon, Valse
Auf den Fluren, Mazurka
Leichtes Blut, Galop
So wie du. Valse

cYirroen No. a
Roses du Sud, Valse
Tout ir la joie, Polka
Lauia, Valse
Estudiantina, Valse
Excelsior, Mazurka
Wiener Frauen, Valse

CYLINDEB, No. 3
Farinelli Manuella, Valse
Die Kleine Fischerin
Der Trompeter von Sdckingen
Don Cesar, March
Zigeuperbaron ,,
Fetdprediger ,,

CYLINDER No. 4
Tannhauser Lied
Martha, Ach so from
Lohengrin, Choeur
Don Giovanni, la ci darem
Freyschiitz, Jagerchor
Robert Ie Diable, Sicilienne

CYLINDEBNo 5
Lorelev
So muis ich denn
Wenn die Schwalben
Herz mein Herz
Gute Nacht du mein
Das Mailufterle

CYLINDER No. 6
Ernani, Involami
La Traviata, Brindisi
Il Trovatore, Ai nostri
Semiramide, Chorus
Norma, Casta dive
I Puritani, Duetto

GYLINDER No. 7
Der Tyroler und sein Kind
Prinz ind Mairer, Gavotte
Ich kenne ein Auge
Ach ! Wie ist es miiglich
Kommt ein Vogel
Radetski, March

CYLINDEB No. I
Grande Duchesse, le sabre
Cceur et la main, Couplets
Mme. Angot, March
Cloches de Corneville, Chorus
Carmen, Toreador song
Gillette de Narbonne

CYLINDER No. I
Wedding March
Stabat Mater
O Iieb sei mein
Das ist der Tag des Herrn
Luther's hvmn'
T, obe den ilerrn

CYLINDER, No. lO
Fledetmaus, Valse
Wein Weib und Gesang ,,
Jungfrau von Belleville
Die Scheinheilige, Mazurka
Fatinitza, Polka
Am griinen Strand, Valse

CYLINDTR No. U
Mandolinata
Schubert's Serenade
Cloches du Monastlre
Vdlunteers march
Carnayal de Venise
Secret love, Gavotte

CYLINDER No. 12
Fille du R6ginent, " Quancl "
Faust, " March "
Masaniello, " Barcarolle "
Le Chalet, "Chant "
Les Noces de Jeannette
La Juive, " Dieu m'6claire"

CYLINDER, No. I3
Aida. March
Lucie de Lammermoor, duo
Lucrezia Borgia, " di pescatore
Gme. Tell, pridre
Sonnambula, duetto
Linda di Chamonix

CYLINDER No. 14
Die Wacht am Rhein
God Save the Queen
Mexican National Hymn
Argentine ,, ,,
La Marseillaise
La Brabanconne

CYLINDER No. 15
" SpANtsx "

La Paloma
La Tota de los Silvidos
Lajotz Aragonesa
La Malaguena
La Ausencia
El Barberi{lode Lavapies

CYLINDER No. 16
,t SPANISH t'

Caramclo Habanera

CYLINDER No. 22
Cloches I ^.,, luuaonlle. r\o.oe Lornevule,

,, ,, ,,
,t tt tt
,, ,t ,,
,t ,, ,t

Orph6e, Galop
CYLINDER, No. 23

jeunesse dor6e, Valse
Trds jolie ,,
Souviens-toi ,,
Rose et Marguerite ,,
Manolo ,,
Tout i vous ,,

CYLINDEIi No. 24
Violettes, Valse
A Toi ,,
R€ve des Bois ,,
Folle ivresse ,,
Mon r€ve ,,
La Vdnitienne ,,

CYLINDER No. 25
La grosse caisse, Marche
En revenant de la revue
La Digue, Digue Don
Le grand Mogol
La Princesse iles Canaries. Bolero
Mlle. Nitouqhe, Polka

CYI,INDER No. 26
Eine Nacht in Venedig
Beggar Student, March
Prinz Methusalem
Merry W.:.r, March
Donna Juanita ,,
Boccacio ,,

CYLINDER No.27
Tausend und eine Nacht, Valse

CYLINDER No. 33
Carnaval ir Rome
Princesse de Trebizonde
Les Georgiennes, Quatuor
Midsummer-night's dream
La fille du Tambour Major, March
Le Voyage en Chine

CYLINDER No. 34
Herzliebchen
Lustig im I(reise
Champagner, Valse
Myrthen Krdnze, Valse
La Viennoise, Mazurka
Bucephale, Galop

CYLINDER No. 35
Girandolen, GaIop
Wiener Kinder, Valse
Il bel Verdesi, Schottische
L'Echo des Ravines, Tyrolienne
La vie parisienn€ rr
Doctrinen, Valse

CYLINDER No. 36
Gazza Ladra. Cavatine
Vdpres siciliennes, " printemps "
Othello. "Ah|"
Belizario, Finale
La Regata Veniziana
La Cenerentola, " Non piu "

CYJ,INDEB No. 37
Air du roi Louis XIII
Invitation i. la danse
Dernidre pens6e de Weber
Turkish Patrol
Ungarisch Trinklied
Dichter und Bauer, Ouverture

CYLINDER No. 38
Home, sweet home
Rule Britannia
Death of Nelson
Here's to the maiden
In the gloaming
Mocking Bird

CYLINDER No 39
Mikado, " The criminal "
Princess Ida " Oh good "
Falka, March
Nell Gwynne, Rustic
Ruddigore " Battle "
Jolanthe, " fal Ia "

CYLINDER, No. 4()
Jockey, Galop
Dream faces, Valse
Ehren on the Rhine
Eulalie, Gavotte
Pretty lips, Schottische
See-Saw Valse

CYLINDER No. <tl
I neqd Thec every hour
Hold the fort
Every day and hour
Whet a friend we have in I esus
Ninetv and nine
Neareir my God to Thee

CYLINDER No. 48
Old folkS;at home
Nancy Lee
Sweet by and by
Home again
Kathleen Mavourneen
Climbiog up the golden stairs

CYLINDER No. 48
Auld lang Syne
Blue bells of Scotland
Bonnie Dundee
Annie Laurie
Coming thro" the rye
Robin Adair

I

4
5

La Piedra Morerdiza, Mazurka
Solo a ti miran, Valse [tische
Una lagrima de amor, Schot-
Dolores. Valse
Des pues del Champagne, Polka

CYLINDER No. 17tt SPANIsH t'

Los Hijas de la Habanera
El Mondoguito
El Hueso
El Cochino, Habanera
El Serbnito ,,
La Bayamesa ,,

OYLINDEB No. 18
" SpeNIsg "

I[ Guarany
Salvator Rosa
Fosca
Mi Habanera
Ruy Blas
La Brasilera, Habanera

OYLINDER No. 19
Russian national hymn
Bolivian ,, 

-,,

Brazilian ,, ,,Austrian ,, ,,Turkish ,, ,,
Egyptian ,, ,,

CY.LINDER, No. 20
" MEXICAN "

La Colondrina
Qne le importa
Y que
Horas de Melancolica
Yo lo sa
Asi me guesta

CYLINDER, No. 2I
Ada, Polka
Le petit bleu, Valse
La Perichole, Galop
Mme, Favart. Tvroiienne
Theodora, Mazuika
Les SytEnes, l'alse

Telegramme
Wo die Citronen bliihen
Neu-Wien
FrlhlingstimmeD ,,
Myrthenbl0then

CYLINDER, No. 28
Le Prophdte, Marche
Attila, Cavatine
Les Huguenots, Choeur
L'Africaine, ,,
Barbier de Seville
La Dame Blanche

CYLINDTR Xo. 29
La Mascotte, Duo
Serment d'Amour, Valse
Le petit Faust, Vaillant
La lelle H6lEne, Venus
Le petit duc, Rondeau
Girofl6 Girofla, Brindisi

CYLINDER, No. 8O
Tete de Linotte, Polka
Fiamina, Mazurka
Bonne Bouche, Polka
Champagne, Galop
Olivette, Valse
Bien aim6s, Valse

CYLINDER, No. 3I
Wiener Blut, Valse
Postillon d'amour, Galop
Bianchi e neri. Polka
Hydropathen,'Valse
Rheinldnder, Polkr
Les Patineurs, Mazurka

CYLINDER, No. 32
Fantasio, No. 9
Czar und Zimmerman
Fatinitza, March
Freyschiitz, Durch die Wdlder
Dpn Giovanni,'Serenade
Oberon, March



CYIJINDER, No 44
6t. Patrick's day
Garrv Owen
Kate- Kearnev.
Let Erin remember
The eirl I left behind me
Lastiose of summer

CI:LINDIIB No. 45
Baby mine
Sweet Violet
Pcek-r-boo

CYI^INDT8, No. d6
" CHrNESE."

Sinfa
Ewan
Foo chun lin
Loc tee kun tzin
Ee Wong
Sba pah;ah

CYI^INDEIR lfo. 4?
ll fali5mqnq, Rosc song
Patience, So go to him-
Olivette, Marih
Rip van Winkle, Rondo
H.M.S. Pinafore, .. The ocean
Tbe Corsair, Finale

CYIJNDIIB No. 48
" IApANESE "

Totsho tordbo
Kankano
Stantztov
Oungatd
Tocotoniare
Yorsalka

CYLINDtrIN, No. 49
Petersilea, Academy March
Mandolina, Mexicai Serenade
Countess, Gavotte
The Blacksmith, Idvlle
The mountain sireair
The Mitlgets

CYLINDER No. 60
White wings
Cricket on the hearth
Sweet heather bells
I'll take you home again
Oh ! Mamma
Emmet's Lullaby

CYLINDER No. 61
Pcilish Dance
Little Tycoon, Valse
Life's story ,,
A kiss ,,Flasb, Galop
Toboggan ,, -

OYI,INDER No. 59
The letter that never came
Fairy wedding
The lighthouse by the sea
The Exile's lameht
My Mother's old red sharvl
The Song for me

CYLINDER, No. 69
village

March
tt

CYIJINDER No_ 64
Le Chalet, " dans le seryice ,,

Les Noces de Jeamette

k 
" 
:*:X C16re, *.M.asglarade

Masaniello, " durusanlello, " ou pauvre
Zampa, " serenad! "Zampa, " serenade "
Le domino noir, ', heureux "

CYLINDER, No. 55
Her bright smile haunts me
The Bailifls dauehter of Isl:The Bailifls daushter of
Good-bye, Sweet-heart-[ust 

before the battleJust before the battle
My pretty Jane
Should he upbraid

CYLINDEEi No. E6
The Bellringer
Those eveniiq bells
The harmonio-us blacksmith
The Bay of Biscav
Tom B6wline
The jolly yo;ng Waterman

CYI.INDER, No. 67
The British Grenadiers
The Vicar of Brav
Barbara Allen
The dashing white Sergeant
unerry rlDe
Roast'Bea:f of Old England

CYLINDER No. SB
Come into the garden, Maud
Home again
The sea is England's glorv
The better lan?
The last watch
The old brigade

CITJINDER No. 69

tar

to tum
CYLINDTR No. 6O

Banks of Allan Water
Ittren other lips
The lass of Rithmond Hill
Thc old English gentlernan
Tar'r fareweill
God bless the Prince of Wales

CYLTNDTR No. 6I
Scots wha bae wi Wrllace bled
Auld Robin Gray
Boatie rows
The Campbells are coming
Jessie, the flower of DumSlane
Jock o' Hazeldean

CYLINDEIR, No.62
Roy's wife of Aldivatloch
Ye Banks and Braes
Within a mile of Edinboro'
Lass o'Gowrie
Green grow tbe rushes
Logie o'Buchan

O?I,r!(DEi, !to.63
Men of Harlech
The Ash grove
The bells of Aberdovev
St. David's dav
All the dav
Rising of the lark

CYLINDER, No. 64
The harp that once throush!h.e b.arp th-at once through Tara's
rtnn rs my.home [hall
{ea{1g of the Green
The Mi-nstrel Bov
Believe me if allihose
Savourneen,Deelish

CLYINDTR No. 6b
Only an armour bearer
Shall we gather at the river
Whiter than snow
There's a happy land
The Gate aiii ior me
Stand up for Jesus

CYLINDER No. €6
Jesus of Nazareth
Home over there
Safe in the arms of Iesus
The Great Phvsiciai
The Prodigal Chitd
Almost persuaded

CYLINDER No.62
From Greenland's icy mountains
Eternal Father, stroig to save
Come, ye thankful
Art thou wearv
A few more y6ars shall roll
Jerusalem the Golden

How sweet the name of Tesus
Lo ! He comes with clorids

CYLINDER, No 69

sing

All people that on earth

Ct:LfNDtB, No. 7O

Creation, with verdure clad
Elijah, He shall feed
All hail the Power

CYIJNDEB No. ?l
Lord of Lorne, Quadrille No.

Bid mJ'cood-by", ill." "
CYLINDEIR, No. ?2

The Lancers No. r
,, ,, 2
t, tr3
,, ,t 4
rr rr 5

Myosotis, Valse -

CYLINDER, No. 73
Pinafore, Ocean Blue

,, Trio
,, Chorus

Pirates of Pen'-nce, March

OYIJNDTR No.88
Our Annual, Polka
Happy Bird, Valse
Forest Bird, Polka
Deutsche Herzen, Valse
La Redemption, Polka
The. Gond6liers, Mazurka

OYLINDER No, e4
The Shepherd Bov
Busy Beis

CYLINDTR, No. 85
Pretty as a Pink
Scotch dance
Marguerite, Romance
We'd both been
The Fairy Echo
Lover's Sorrow

CYIJINDEB No. g6
Farewell Muguerite
Jubiloso, Marih

h
h

CYLTNDER No.8?
The Gondoliers, Song

,r uavotte
Polka

CYLINDER No.88
Little Annie Roonev
Paddv Shav
The Berlin'Dancc
The song that breaks mv heart
Live my love, Ob, Iive'
Katie Molly

CTIJINDER !Io. 69
Angels'Risses
Katie did
Scanlan's swing song
Russian Imperiat mich
Heart's 6rsf love
Save my mother's picture

CYI.INDIIR No.90
Lurline, sweet spirit
Bohemian Girl, i dreamt I dwelt
In old Madrid, Va]se
Faust up to date, pas de quatre
Mikado, Valse
Iraaboe, the nrind blows

CYLINDER No. 9I
Stettiner Kreutz, polka
Blumen, Polka
J'y pense, Gavotte
Mit meiner Mandoline
Ob Aiglein sind blau
Der arme Jonathan, Valse

CYLINDER No. 99
Faust up to date, final
La Cigale, Valse
Ivanhoe, Chorus and Dance
Hush the Bogie Man
Pirat-es of Pe-nzance, Mabel Song
The Gondoliers, Dance I cachuchi

CYLIIYDTn, No.93
Boccacio, Serenade
Cavalliera Rusticana, stornella
Der
Ach . Valse
still
And

I
2

J
4
)

No. 5 Trio
Chorus

CYLINDDR No.74
Patience, so go to him

,, ffyou're anrious
,, A ma$et

Pepit:t Bombirdo'sSone
,, When as love
,, Toreador's March
CYLINDER, No. Z6

Princess lda, No. z Sonq
,, I'm a maiddn

Billie Taylor, the self-made
,, With fife

_ ,, In days gone by
Sorcerer, I'm alon6 -

CYLINDER, No. 7€
Mikado, No.. 3,_Mlkldo song

,, Behold the Lord
,, No. 9, the Flowers
,, Braid the Raven
,, Madrigal
,, No. 13, for he's gone
CYLfNDER No.7?

Ruddigore, Bridesmaids' Chorus
,, Iknowayouth
,, From the'
,, the Battle's roar
,, You understand
,, I once wirs
CYLINDTR No. ZB

Dorothy, No. z, be wise in time
,, ,, 6, I'm the Sheriff
,, ,, 7r You swear
,, ,r 9, Are you not
,, ,, 16, Queen of

Erminie, March -
CYLINDER, No. 79

The Yeomen
of the Guard

::
,rt,

!srr64.ss D4uuu n ,,GultiHindoo -/ttGult'iHindoo -/,//,
Nithatu ra t '-:,. /

iiiiitti""'"" /,'{, ko
CYLINDER No. Bl

Romano, Schottische
Queen of my heart, Valse
El Paso. Mazurka
Metropolitan, Polka
In the Shadowof theLeaves.Valse
Espana, Valse

CYLINDER, No. 82
lse

At break of day, Schottische
Chink of gold,-Galop

CYLINDER No. 94
Riding thro'the glen, Schottische
Philodian. March
Quinoboquin, March
Kingof the Road, Galop
Golden Trumpets, Schcrttische
Diabolus, Galop

CYLINDER, No.96
Ta ra ra boom de ay
Comrades
The miner's dream of home [ing
Oh ! wbat a difference iu the morn-
Maggie Murpby's Home
Wot cheer
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Editor's Notebook
-Things seen, heard and experienced-

fUST before Christmas I went to
Miinchen (Munich) to visit the
Deutches Museum. This is where
Kaufmann's Belloneon and also his
colourful trumpeter are to be
found. The trumpeter must be one
of the most photographed and
widely illustrated of all automata
and it is surprising to find that it
looks exactly the way one has come
to be familiar with it. The lifesize
figure stares resolutely ahead,
trumpet raised to his lips, ready to
sound oft at the touch of a knob.
Today he stands in a fully glazed
showcase to preserve his clothes
from dust and his mechanism from
prying fingers.

Sadly, the Belloneon is now sil-
ent and, because it stands against
a pillar between two large, bright
windows, this masterpiece is both
easily overlooked and difficult to
photograph.

Flat-fronted Hupfeld
The collection at the Deutches

Museum is well worth visiting. On
entering the mechanical musical in-
strument gallery the first thing one
finds is a splendid, tall clock which
stands on a bellied lower case con-
taining a 241 inch Polyphon disc
movement. This is verv reminiscent
of the Polyphon clocli which ]ohn
Cowderoy has and which is stand-
ing in his Eastbourne shop today.
Maybe this was indeed a special
style made in limited quantities.
On the other side of the entrance is
a fine specimen of the Hupfeld
Phonoliszt Violina in the rare and
unfamiliar Style A flat-fronted

cabinet. In many ways, I find this
a more satisfying design and its
angular lines blend in much better
than the bow-fronted case of the
much more common Style B. This
instrument has a separate external
vacuum pumP.

Another rare Hupfeld instrument
is the Concerto Style 12, a card-
board book-playing piano in tall
case flanked by two fair-organ-style
moving figures. This plays very
well indeed as does almost everv-
thing in the museum

Polychanger prototype ?

]ust once in a while, something
turns up which is both familiar and
yet unidentifiable. Such a confused
reaction surrounds a most interest-
ing Polyphon autochanger in the
museum. This is a fairly plain-
looking instrument in a pine or
deal cabinet and it has all the usual
autochange Poly features - toast-
rack of discs, lifting mechanism,
and, above all, that transfer (decal)
bedecked wooden board which
carries representations of all the
medals and medallions which the
company won. However, at that
point one stops and begins to real-
ise that all that says " Polyphon "
isn't straightforward or, to put it
another way, it ain't in Dave
Bowers' extensive catalogue section
on Polyphon.

What's odd about it ? Well, for
a start the discs are not round !

You could say that they were once
but, in manufacture, the four
" corners " were trimmed to pro-
duce eight basic sides within which

is the usual circle
of drive holes.
This means that
in parts the edge
of the disc is
more than an inch
wide. Again, the
bedplate and
comb assembly
is not mounted
across the width
of the machine,
but is suspended
vertically from
the roof of the
cabinet, motion
to drive the disc
being transmitted
by a system of
chains, wheels
ano axes. The

motor which operates the whole
system is placed at the bottom of
the case with all the usual coin-
chute and stop-start trappings.

Altogether an odd-looking ani-
mal and one which leads me to
suppose that it must have been a
very early example, if not a proto-
type of the disc-changer. Certainly
I have never seen discs that shape
before.

But in case you are content to
have discovered just this number of
rarities, you are in for another sur-
prise because, besides the vast
cylinder musical box with its high
case with dummy piano keyboard,
besides the showcase of pianos
with dancing dolls, other than all
that there is a black cabinet with a
curved top which, at first sight,
looks for all the world like a piano-
player of the cabinet or push-up
variety. It isn't ! It is a roll-playing,
electro-magnetically-played violin

- another one-off rarity.

The push-up sized violin
By the courtesy of the museum

staff (who, incidentally, could not
do enough to make my visit both
pleasing for me and inconvenient
for them) I took the top and back
oft the instrument to get some idea
as to how it worked. It is obviouslv
a one-oft and probably was thl
creation of an inspired and capable
amateur. The narrow music rolls,
rather like those for a Celestina,
play over a tracker - bar mounted
inside the case at the right: the
one roll fitted had been hand-made
and the notes marked out with
what looked like a blue ballpoint
pen, so it is obviously not old. The
style of electrics employed also
makes me think that it is a recent
effort. It was not possible to make
it work - I was told that some
pieces were missing. However, I
have photographed it in detail and
in due course these shots will ap-
pear in these pages.

I shall let you all see some pic-
tures of these pieces shortly and
so will hastily pass on from the
Deutches Museum, leaving much
unsaid and unrelated - such as
the thrill of the early pianos in-
cluding one which was so superbly
soft-voiced that even with your
head under the bonnet, so to speak,
you could only just hear its silvery
tone - and tell you a little about

"Worked out rather well on the whole . . , chop next door wanted
a Steinway and I wanted a bar."
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PRAGUE

what happened after I left Miin-
chen. I had been invited to visit
the home of a very good friend in
the Pfronten valley which is in
the Alps and a matter of a few
tortuous miles inside Bavaria from
Austria. It had sleeted all the time
I was in Munich and now, as I set
oft on the two-hour drive south,
the sleet turned to snow and, be-
tween dazzling bouts of brilliant
sunshine and dismal doses of pre-
cipitation, the journey was a little
arduous.

Mv friend has one of those small
and 

- 
specialised libraries which,

while comprising no more than a
small shelf of volumes, encom-
passes as much learning in a few
feet of wall space as one would
have to travel many, many miles
to acquire. Here, in his warm and
comfortable home (even now less
than a year old), I spent a pleasant
couple of days reading, taking
notes, photographing with my rec-
ord camera and casting nervous
glances upwards at the surround-
ing snow-covered peaks. I was
once, as a child, frightened by a
story about avalanches. . . Why, I
also wondered, can't we build com-
fortable modern homes which
blend so well with the old as these
Bavarians !

Abandoned: one piano . . .

The next note in my diary I see
concerns my belated Christmas
holiday - I had the misfortune to
be indisposed while normal folk
were indulging in turkey and such-
like.

For some three years now, we
have enjoyed our retreat in Wilt-
shire close to the border with
Gloucestershire and the transition
from the old year to the new was
spent in splendid isolation, away
from telephones and even roads, in
company with a huge log fire to
ward off the hard frosts without.
In a barn only a hundred yards
array I found a once-beautiful
piano. It had been consigned to the
rude building, and abandoned, un-
wanted and unloved. A top-quality
instrument made by the one-time
big maker in Bristol, Brunt, it was
complete with front panel inlaid
with mother - of - pearl and fine
woods, glorious candlesticks (and
they are hard to find today!) and
all its ivories in perfect order.

Now you can call me a senti-
mentalist or an idiot, or both, but
I don't like seeing instruments left
to rot away. We stripped the in-
strument of all removable parts,
bought a dust sheet to tie over the
remains, and drove home with all
the action and panels, keyboard

SAVOYARD FROM

One of the musical boxes currently
on show at London's South Ken-
sington Science Museum as part of
a loan exhibition from the National
Museum of Prague is this Poly-
phon Savoyard which uses a l5|in
disc musical movement coin-freed
and driving the hand of the terra
cotta figure of an itinerant sEeet
musician. The exhibition, exten-
sively illustrated by material de-
rived from the researches of nen-
bers of the Musical Box Society of
Great Britain, is open until April.

and suchlike stuffed inside the car.
Next time, we'll bring back the
rest of it. . .

Besides the 36-hour day, I wish
someone would invent the expand-
able house with infinite space.

It was a chill minus ten degrees
Celsius soon after the first real
snows of the winter had gripped
Scandinavia when I went to Stock-
holm to visit the Stiftelsen Musik-

kulturens Frimjande at Riddar-
gartan 35 - 37. This is the fine
museum w
ber Sven
Lomnds an
of the elde
Swedish members, Bill Lindwall-
Bill Lindwall fnr.
_ As we picked our way through
the snow-covered central couit-
yard of the 80-year-old building to
the museum entrance, I had no ink-
ling as to the extraordinary sights
and sounds which would greet me
in this most attractive suite of base-
ment rooms which include furni-
ture from the homes of great com-
posers (" That's Bizet's desk," Sven
was to tell me. " He probably wrote
Carmen seated there.")

Musical clock extravagailza
Of course, my main interest had

been to see for the first time those
rare Swedish mechanical musical
instruments, the Nystrcim Reform-
Orgel and the Andersson Piano-
harpa, both of which have been
fully described and illustrated in
past issues of. The Music Box in
articles by Bill Lindwall. But be-
sides these I was to learn of the
remarkable talents and skills of
Petter Strand.

Now if you look in Baillie under
STRAND, PETTER, you will find
that he was a Stockholm clock-
maker who is known to have
worked between l79L and 1824
and who made a musical clock
which is now in the Nord Museum
and was illustrated in Sidenbladh.
For those who do not know this
author, he penned a book called
Urmakare i Soeige which was pub-
lished in Stockholm back in 1918.
There is a more accessible illustra-
tion of this clock, albeit without
any reference to its musical capa-
bility or, come to that, without
any helpful captioning, in Tardy's
La Pendule Francaise (volume 3,
page 813, figure 2\. Ot Mr Strand,
that is the sum total of published
information.

When you visit Sven Forssell's
museum, you will find four musical
clocks by Petter Strand and in dis-
covering them for yourself you will
enter a whole new world of out-
standing musical experience. What
Baillie does not tell you in describ-
ing Strand loosely as a maker of
musical clocks, is that Strand made
organ clocks. And not just your
ordinary type, but remarkably
sophisticated and soft - voiced
pieces, usually with two stops and
changed automatically from two
keys of the organ.

The first clock in the museum is
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An 18th Century Street Organ
Rare survival from Georgian London

ON THIS and the following pages
are pictures of an organ at present
in the collection of Marvel Freund
of Rockville, Maryland. The organ,
heavily restored over the years,
dates from the period 1790-18f0
and is thus one of the oldest street
instruments surviving.

Street organs were subiected to
such a rough life that the chances
of their lasting very long were slim.
Significantly, most of the street
pianos which survive are no more
than fifty years old.

The instrument seen here is
stylistically identical to a White &
Langshaw organ known to date
from a similar period. The decora-
tive front of the organ is a clever
assembly of thin brass panels,
pierced, shaped and chased. The
lower, central panel is again

pierced surrounding a central car-
touche containing the engraved
inscription :

A HINTON ORGAN BUILDER
London

Domonic Gassell
(Cost f30)

PROPRIETOR

Pigot's Directory for 1827 lists
one William Hinton of 4 Coalyard,
Drury Lane, London, as a builder
of organs, yet no instrument has
ever been seen with the name Hin-

ton on prior to the discovery of
this particular one seen here. One
feels that William Hinton might
have been a successor, perhaps a
son, of the A Hinton.

The price of this instrument,
(" cost f,30 ") was very high and
shows that this instrument was a
quality item of the sort which only
an upper-class of street musician
might be found playing. Mr Freund
comments that it plays " Yery
loudly ".

The illustration of the barrel
shows that the organ was re-pinned

many times and on at least two
occasions, possibly more, was
partially stripped to re-pin only
certain tunes. The l8-key key-
frame clearly shows the French in-
fluence in construction as indeed
do the stopped metal pipes, while
the tight packing of the pipework
betwixt keframe stickers and the
case front shows once more the
early style which is associated
with France. Notice also the ap-
plication of very early pieces of
wallpaper as covering for the bel-
lows boards so as to secure an air-
tight surface.
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Clearly seen and of great inter-
est to those whose organs lack
handles is the precise form and
style of the early European forged
iron organ crank in common use
right up to mid-l9th century.

The organ has four stops which,
in keeping with the period, allow
the control of all four ranks: the
foundation or diapason which later
street organs tended to leave per-
manently on-wind, can be cut off.
The stopped wooden pipes are, of
course, all beneath the organ and
can be seen in part in some of the

illustrations here.
To enable the instrument to be

carried about the streets, heavily-

founded strap cleats are provided
as seen in the two centre pictures
on the previous page. O

continued lrom page 222

letters patent which specified the salient
parts of Ehrlich's invention, and then
stated that these parts might be ar-
ranged in any order. This, it claimed,
allowed for a stationary tune-sheet or a
moving tune-sheet; a stationary mech-
anism or a moving mechanism.

The defendants denied any infringe-
ment and contested the validity of the
plaintiff's alleged invention on the
grounds of want of novelty and utility.
Back at the February I887 hearing,
they alleged that the plaintiff's alleged
invention was not a proper subject for
a patent, inasmuch as it was the mere
application of old mechanism for the
purpose of effecting an old result with
the substitution of a known equivalent
in a known manner. It had, Ihlee's
contended, been anticipated by patents
granted in France in 1842 (Seytre's
patent), and in the United States in
1863 (Peabody's patent), as well as
other specifications, Mr justice Keke-
wich held that this reason was incorrect
and especially that Ehrlich's invention
had not been anticipated by either of
these two listed specifications. which he
believed were probably unintelligible

and never at any time put into action.
It was from this decision that the 1888
appeal was lodged.

What happened next was one of those
long drawn-out fiascos which can only
take place in an English Court of Law.
Justice, being blind, has to weigh the
evidence very. very carefully before the
Lords fustices in whom the power of
iudgement is vested may decide upon
which side to come down. Things be-
gan with Lord fustice Cotton, who was
somewhat of a pedant and orator to
boot. He sallied forth with a long and
exhaustive judgement in which tri de-
scribed in detail the construction and
operation of the instruments in use be-
fore 1882. In these, His Lordship told
the court, the valves were operated
upon by a band or sheet. and there were
perforations so arrangsd in the band as
to enable levers to spring up when the
perforations were over them. thus open-
ing the valves of the pipes and enabling
thg proper notes to issue. I hasten to
add at this point that the terminology
and the description is in the words of
Lord fustice Cotton, not myself.

In 1882, the plaintiff (Ehrlich) con-
ceived the idea of substitutins for the
flat or endless band a circrilar disc.

which should have the perforations ar-
rangei in concentric circles, the high
notes being produced by those perfora-
tions in the centre and the scale de-
scending to the lower notes at the out-
side part of the disc. This disc, Ehrlich
placed horizontally and arranged that
the handle which turned it should, by
the same operation, set in motion the
bellows which filled the wind - chest
(again, I am quoting from the Court
records) and the plaintiff had construc-
ted and produced a machine which was
practical for carrying the idea into
eftect.

The whole subiect of the patent taken
out by Ehrlich, His Lordship stated, was
not a mere substitution of discs for an
endless band, but practically a new
machine in which a wind chest was
combined with a perforated circular
disc which. instead of the old flat or
endless band, acted by horizontal rota-
tion on a vertical instead of a horizon-
tal axis so as to produce a tune. This
argument may seem a bit fatuous to us
today, 84 years later. Ehrlich's 'tech-
nological breakthrough' concerned the
use of the disc and this point onlv
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I{ORFOLK POLYPHON CENTRE
(Norman and June Vince)

We specialise in the Sale and Purchase of all forms of

MECHANICAL DIUSIC end CLOCIIS

A wide range is stocked and
offered at highly competitive

prices.

IDISC DTACEINEII

CILINIDEB BOXES

OBOEETTBIONS

OBGANS

SINGING BIBDS

AUTOTfATA

AND X'INE CI,OCKS

A RARE STYIJ 5l POLYPHON. The
case stands 59" hidh and has a maxi-
mum width of 23". The door is decora-
ted with a colourful majolica panel of
the Polyphon motif.

Music is provided by a " comb and a

halt" I5l" movement, and there is
space for disc storage in the base of
the cabinet.

Wood Farm, Bawdeswell, East Derehnrn, Norfolk
ON BIT45 ONE MILE EAST OF BAWDESWELL VILLAGE Telephone: Bawdeswell (036-288) 230

We are always available during weekends. Please confirm weekday visits beforehand.
Planes and trains can be met in Norwich.
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continued from page 238

dated 1782 and has on one of its
several wooden barrels the over-
ture to Grenser's opera Masquera-
den. Now don't ask me too much
about Grenser because, until my
first hearing of this music, I knew
nothing about him. And an exhaus-
tive search through my own library
has failed to tell me anything about
him or even to mention this opera.
Grenser the mysterious, for me
at least, is solely preserved in
sound and spirit on Strand's re-
markable clockwork organ.

The style of organ mechanism is
rather like a mixture of London's
George Pike and Holland's Dietrich
Niklaus Winkel. The barrels of all
the organs slide on to a tapered
square-sectioned axis in the organ,
the location for this axis being, sur-
prisingly enough, rather roughly-
made square pieces of iron appar-
ently attached to the barrel ends
with iron nails. The keyframes are
of brass with fine, long keys. To
permit the large number of low-
pressure pipes (the smallest organ
has 33 notes, the largest 38), while
allowing the usual style of vertical
disposition on the soundboard lies
behind the keyframe, pipes are also
arranged horizontally under the
organ table as well as protruding
vertically beneath it. This gives a
find spread of sound if nothing
else ! The pipes are fully graded in
thin wood, have conventional
mouths but the lower cap and
languid are almost flush with each
other. The gap is very narrow in-
deed and there appears to be no
nicking or, if there is any, it must
be very fine indeed. The extremely
narrow gap compensates for the
relatively high-cut mouths which at
first sight seem to belie the very
low wind pressures used. The
sound of the organ is fine and pure
as might be expected from thin-
wood, un-nicked pipework. All the
pipes, by the way, are stopped and
the registers of the one I examined
closely were apparently unisons.

Grenser and Gustavts organ
Now for Grenser's Masaueraden.

Whoever made the arringement
for the barrel (could it have been
Strand himself ?) must have been
a sensitive musician in his own
right. The piece, played on a six-
turn spiral notation, is remarkable
for its beautiful melody, its mul-
tiple modulations and its thematic
resolutions which are, in some
cases, both surprising and very
satisfying.

This particular clock and organ
was made for the Swedish King

Gustav III who came to the throne
in I77I and a mere Il years later
was somewhat picturesquely assas-
sinated at a masked ball. Signifi-
cantly, perhaps, it was his brother
who succeeded him, but that might
well be another storv. Back to the
clock - it was cased in a tasteful
tall cabinet by a special carpenter
who worked for the King.

Outstanding programmes
The three other Strand clocks in

the museum all have similar organs
and I think it is fair to say that
the music on all of them is extra-
ordinary both for its originality and
for its beauty-not to mention the
superlative dexterity needed and
demonstrated by the organ in play-
ing it. One of the barrels on a 38-
key Strand - it has a total of 40
keys but two are used, as before,
for register-changing 

- 
plays a

delightful piece of l8th century
music by none other than the
legendary M6hul. This piece is
called, so a scrap of paper which
Sven showed me, Le Secret but I
have been unable to identifv the
opera unless it turns out to be from
the long-lost Les Surprises de
I'Amour in which case it is the
musical find of the centurv! Etienne
Henri (sometimes Etienni-Nicolas)
M6hul was born in France in 1763
and lived until 1817. He had an un-
commonly difficult youth and
showed a stoic ability for overcom-
ing the problems of poverty. His
love of music encouraged him to
take up the organ under the direc-
tion of a blind master and at the
age of ten took his first appoint-
ment as organist. After many trials
and triblrlations, including being
taken in by monks at the age of 14,
teaching music to earn his meals
and cultivating flowers, he went to
Paris, met Gluck and allowed him-
self to be guided towards the music
of opera. M6hul's mastery at opera
is so simple to identify: his music
was just so much better than most
of what had passed before him and
is characterised by a total involve-
ment and absolute passion.

Whatever the true title of the

I could ramble on about the
organs of Petter Strand indefinitely,
but I think enough for the momeni.
Pictures of these pieces will appear
shortly and I am trying to think
of so,me way of perhaps making
sounds available to interested
members because it would be so
nice to let everybody hear and

judge for themselves. Would th6re,
I wonder. be a suitable demand for
the occasional special, very limited
circulation gramophone or phono-
graph disc ? Tapes are too fiddley
and expensive to produce in small
runs commerciallv.

But before leaving organ clocks,
mention must be made of a Danish
clock in the Forrsell museum. It
was built in Copenhagen by Lars
fensen Winberg and has a 31 - key
organ playing barrels of six turns
in 3| minutes. There are some five
or six single-tune barrels with this
clock and again it plays music
which is 18th century in origin and
unknown to me. The real find in
the clock was the maker's trade
card which was then verified with
the Rates Book and street map of
old Copenhagen. This shows that
at the time this clock was built,
Winberg was living at 55 Lille
Kicibmagergaden and the year was
1764.

Sven Forrsell's museum contains
a fine colection of early keyboard
instruments including a fine and
very early octave spinet and a lTth
century or earlier church organ
which is at present incomplete.
There are many fine pieces to be

including an Andersson
Pianoharpa in an oval table which
is tasteful in appearance and dates
from the 1890s, and a Nystrtim
Reform-Orgel which plays- discs.
One other interesting thing is a
Flight & Son chamber barrel organ
which has one feature I have never
before come across on a small bar-
rel organ. The barrels, which are
finished in a deep emerald green
colour, are equipped with four-
armed spider ends and the drive
cog is similarly hollowed out to
form a ring. This means that you
can see right through the barrel
end to end.

Kaufmann's harp clock
In the workshop of the museum

is a massive and surely rare harp
and organ clock made by Kauf-
mann. It is impressive in size and
is at present inoperative*. Addi-
tionally, is a large and early Welte
clockwork barrel organ in plain-
wood case. This has 55 kevs
mounted on a heavy keyframe prb-
vided with the usual orchestrion-
type centre guide roller which
maintains the keyframe to the

continued on page 244

*Incidentally, I discovered what appears
to be a well-researched article on
Kaufmann and his achievements.
Written by Edvard Farner, it is
entitled Familien Kaufmanns Musik-
kautomater and comprises pages 44 to
53 of the journal of the Noisk-Teknisk
Museum, Volund, Oslo, Norway.
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'Daniel Plummer
190 CHELTENHAM ROAD, BRISTOL, ENGLAND.

WE HAVE BEEN QUIETLY RESTORJNG MUSICAL BOXES FOR NEARIY I0 YEARS, and have a sreat
deal of experience in all aspects of this very specialised work.

We have facilities and the ability to make virtually any component including part and whole combs, spring
barrels, arbors, gears, single and two-start wornr, step wheels etc., etc.

All work is carried out in our own premises and we therefore retain full control over the quality of the work
produced.

A fine 4 airs sectional comb fusee
driven movement circa 1810. Re-
pinned and restored by us in 1975
for one of our Swiss custo[rers.

. CYLINDER RE.PINNING

We are able to accept loose cylinders, no maximum
or minimum size limit. Delivery is normally 4 - 6

weeks, but plated, dented or cracked cylinders may
take a little longer,

r GOVERNOR OVERHAULS

Delivery usually 10 days from acceptance of estimate.

. COMB REPAIRS

We can undertake repairs to loose disc machine
combs, but we must have complete cylinder boxes
to be able to verify the tuning of re-placed teeth.

+ CLOCKS AND BARREL PIANOS

These are also our speciality, we cannot however
re-pin barrel pianos ,.., yet.

This photo shows the incorrectly marked
holes in the cylinder of the movement shown
above, and also the new pins.

If you have a problem with any type of r,usical box, clock or automaton, why not ring us? We may be able
to help and you may be pleasantly;urprised by our assistance and very sensible charges.

'felephone (Day\ 0272 45659 or (Evenings) 0272 554461.
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correct height above the barrel slots and cams on and in its surface
even if it is oft-centre. This instru- the purpose of which was not
ment is provided with an impres- apparent to me - there are parts
sive set of sliding trays or drawers missing on Walt Bellm's specimen.
in the front each containing three No indication of maker w a s
or four barrels ! The barrels are present, but Walt told me he
o4y a b o u t seven inches in bought it from Copenhagen which
diameter and the one I heard played might be a clue.
the o v e r ture to Tannhauser. Back to Bill Lindwall's house
Wagner's 1845 masterpiece is per- and there in his study is a tall and
formed virtually note-for-note in its handsome instrument of the barrel-
entirety on this instrument. operated piano orchestrion type.

Work in hand in the museum The mom^ent I looked inside^ I
includes a masterful rebuilding of knew that I was looking at the
a Hupfeld Riinisch piano playing self-same mechanism in a slightly
the massive early Dea Phonola different application.
rolls which are 40.4cm (15"/,u
inches) wide. Slots and cam lollowers

Bill Lindwall, ]nr, then drove me
a few miles outside the centre of
Stockholm to Solna and to his
father's house for a quick look at
his truly massive and impressive
collection which ranges from the
Bruder Gebruder organ which
formerly took pride of place at the
Berlin Fair, through street organs,
phonographs, disc and cylinder
musical boxes and to more rare
and interesting pieces.

I will have to devote more time
to Bill's collection at a later date.
but for now just let me describe
one instrument which I found
particularly interesting because it
offers a clue to the solution of a
problem of longstanding.

Hollow-cylinder piano
At Walt Bellm's museum in

Sarasota, Florida, round the back
of his dance organ and fair organ/
band organ section, there stands
the forelorn remains of a derelict
clockwork barrel-type piano. It
does not yet work although it is
certainly not beyond restoration.
What is so unusual about this piano
is that, while it looks ordinarv
enough from the outside, th;
moment you take a look inside you
realise that you are looking- at
something most unusual. For it
does not play a barrel, but works
from a perforated metal cylinder
which is the same size as a barrel.

At the time I saw this piano, I
had never seen anything like it
before and it took me a while to
work out how it operated for,
instead of a keyframe, there were
small fingers one end of which
dropped through the slots in the
tune cylinder and the other setting
oft some sort of escapement.
Because the piece was incomplete,
it was impossible to make much
more assessment, particularly as it
was n o t possible to turn the
cylinder. What I did notice, how-
ever, was that the cylinder was
provided with numerbus special

Bill's machine plays drums, cym-
bal and xylophone. The cylinders
are smaller than those in Walt's
piano, being perhaps two feet or so
long and a foot in diameter. At
each edge of the cylinder - or
should I say round each end-are
square drive holes and at the start-
stop position these are converted
into open slots rather like castella-
tions so that the cylinder can be
pushed into mesh with the drive
gear. Just inboard of the drive
slots on the left end are two rows
of special slots along which travels
a special finger with a follower
wheel which rides on the cvlinder
surface. This has a flat on one
side which, when the assembly is
confronted by a slot in the metal,
causes the wheel to rotate. The
mechanism operates a damper strip
or mute which lies across all the
strings so allowing soft playing. In
the comparable position on the
right end of the cylinder is a
strange system of " applied cams ".
This is a well-machined series of
tracks in a metal strip which is
layed over and around the surface
of the cylinder. The tracks are
" read " by another pair of special
fingers terminating in wheels, this
time without flats. The total move-
ment created by the cam tracks
can be no more than 1.5mm up
and down. The first cam (the left
of the two) is the key to a very
clever linkage which couples the
piano hammers to the xylophone so
that both play in unison. With the
coupler disconnected, only the
piano plays: connected the two
work together. The second cam
track lowers a bar placed normally

above all the hammers s0 thdt a
strip of felt terminating in a metal
tag is interposed between hammer
and strings. This produces a jangl-
ing sound to the music and is a
feature of some of the American
nickelodeons and also of the new
era of player pianos for the benefit
of people who find the sound
reminds them of what they think
a bar-room piano sounds like.

As to the maker of this unusual
piece, there are a few clues. To
begin with it must be German:
there is a notice inside providing
German-language instructions, and
certain other features of construc-
tion suggest Leipzig. It is certainly
a very advanced instrument, hav-
ing " barrels " with all the advant-
ages of a Stella disc. Bill Lindwall,
]nr, is arranging further details on
this in due course and I look for-
ward to publishing some pictures
of this one, too, very shortly.

The many musicologists among
our readers will remember that I
mentioned a while back that the
missing Haydn clock had been
Jocated. Well, thanks to the great
efiorts of member William Malloch
(who, by the way, has spent the
past months in London and
Europe between conducting com-
mitments in America and perform-
ing his oln Art of Fugueing) |
have by my side a tape of those
" missing " Haydn pieces. There is
still a lot of work to do on this
programme but we hope to produce
a fully illustrated report shortly.

Further jottings, such as a report
of my visit to the Kunsthistorisches
Museum in Vienna and mv ordeal-
by height on top of the-spire of
Old Vienna's St Stephan's Cath-
edral, or the tape-recording
exercise which nearly got me
arrested, must perforce be left over
for another time.

Let me leave you with the sad
tale of the European collector I
met who, at the age of 71, had been
ordered by his doctor to give up
playing his Aeolian Orchestrelle.
" It was a strain on mv heart ". he
said, " and I don't iuppose I'll
ever hear it again." I played him
a couple of his own rolls, saw him
happy, and went on my way, hop-
ing that I was not due for a heart-

o

6u.

From Deutsche Industrie Zeitung, 1885.
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IvflusicalBoxNL
Re stormg lvfusical Boxes

Arthur!\I J.G. Ord'Hume

These are the most
comprehensive and- authoritative
rcference books available
invaluable for collectors,
restorers, professional
repairers, museums and
dcalers. Written in such a wav
that thev can be read with
interest and pleasure by novice '

and expert alike, both
beautifullv illustrated with the
autlr<lis orvtr clear drawings
and carefullv chosen photographs.

PO Box 18. Park Lane Henrcl Hernpstea{,'

JACK
DONOVAN

93, PORTOBELLO ROAD,

LONDON, W.ll.

Telephone

0t-727 -l4f.s

Specialtst in
Mechanical Music

Automata
Singing Birds
Music Boxes

Polyphons

Juvenalia
Unusual Clocks

Phonographs
Gramophones

&c
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MUSICAL BOX - A Historv and
Collector's Guide bg Arthur W t C
Ord-Hume. George Allen &
Unwin, London. 405pp, hard-
bound,250mm x l90mm (9$ins bg
7|ins). 45 line illustrations, 167
plates. UK price f,25.

box illustrations, the interesting,
reproductions of original engravl
ings and advertisements, and the
grand array of tune sheets. The
massive index has over 2.000 en-
tries and testing it on a few fav-
ourite items brought unwavering
response. So let me apply order
and method and start at the be-
ginning.

After a thoughtful memorial to
musical box craftsmen and a re-
minder
on the
in the
traces
musical box from carillon and
organ, and charts the manufacture
of a1l types from the middle ages
to the present day.

Chapter two is brisk in defining
the musical box and sketching iti
evolution, boom and demise, but
rather lengthy and inconclusive on
its birth and origins.

Chapter three is a compact de-
scriptive gem on miniature musical
movements, from watches to the
manivelle; and then chapter four,
56 pages and the longest in the
book, comprehensively details the
cylinder musical box and its de-
velopment. Diagrams clearly illus-
trate the evolution of combs and
teeth, many varieties of music-
work components, and the work-
ing of such embellishments as
drums, bells and organs. All the
special types of musical box are
described in chapter five, and
classified along with makers' de-
scriptions. Chapters six and seven
deal in similar detail with disc
musical boxes.

Chapter eight is a world-wide
survey of the musical box industry
over the period 1795 -1900. A brief
chapter nine describes other fields
of mechanical music. Chapter 10,
Tips for Collectors, is enhanced
by reproductions of 55 trademarks
and a bar chart showing the years
during which the various styles of
mechanism and case were pro-
duced. It includes advice on photo-
graphy and tape recording, with a
typically nice touch on page 275

l. . quietly stop the fan with your
hnger, wait till the resonance has
died away, then stop the recorder."

given to the work of previous
writers. A complete list -of 

rele-
vant lritish patents is given in
Appendix I, and Appendfu II re-
produces 89 tune sheets, all use-
fully described. Good captions are
also a feature of the 161'photos of
musical boxes.

cast with ribbed surface; this was
machined, after weathering, to ob-
tain a flat working face. Gover-
nor law is slightly transgressed on
page 100, where the sprag should
stop the endless within a fraction
of a turn, and on page ll0 where
the wings are attached to a brass

wheel, not a flywheel Page lI7
suggests variations in the amount

wrong way, and incidentally sports
the only misprint I spotted.

Terminology presents problems,
magnified by translations and by
words special to a craft. The author
has steered a well-charted course,
though I find it hard to credit that
timbre was the " correct " word
for zither, and I positively chal-
lenge the use of isochronism in any
musical box connection. I had to
look it up.

The book is very well set out
and produced, is exceptionally free
from typographical eriors, and cer-
tainly has the status of a standard
work. It will be relished bv all who
like musical boxes, and paiticularly
by those who share the author's
obvious delight in their historical
background. H A V BULLEID

RESTORING MUSICAL BOXES
bgArthurWIGOrd-Hume.
George Allen & Unwin, London.
186pp, hardbound, 250mm X
l90mm (9$ins by Tlins). 53 line
illustrations, 50 plates. UK price
f.l5.

ears have elapsed
ication of Collecting
and How to Renqir
provided a sound

basis of information on the repair
of these items together with a
masterly account of their history
and their makers.

The scope of the author's new
work, " Restoring Musical Boxes",

instruments. There is also a most
comprehensive glossary of tech-
nical terms in English, French and
German supported by an alpha-
betical listing of key words. These
are linked by reference numbers to
the glossary. This must be of great
help to those of us who lack the
gift of tongues.

The main sections of the book
deal with repairs to cylinders and
disc machines. If comparison is
made between the procedures ad-
vocated by the author in 1967 and
today it appears that not a great
deal of advance has been made.
For example at p24 he still recom-
mends the use of benzine for clean-
ing despite the fact that medical

opinion condemns it as carcino-

The use of fine wet and dry
paper for comb cleaning suggestei
at p60 is only too likely to 1fiect
the tuning of the extreme treble
teeth.

The method of honing tips sug-
gested cannot be effective, since th-e
wear takes place on the ends of
the teeth not on the chamfer which
is there only to reduce the tip
thickness so that it may slide rap-
idly ofi the pin.

it is in the barrel. Complete clean-
ing of the spring is impossible in
any case without its removal, for
which some form of winder should
always be employed as unwinding
by hand often produces distortion.
Also, lubrication of the spring
should be done before it is put
back not after as seems to be sug-
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JUST FINISHED

TRUMPET BARREL ORGAN

A forty-one key organ by DEKLIEST with 13 brass

trumpets; 13 flageolets; 13 piccolos, all on show. A further

57 pipes within. All in perfect order, having been fully

rebuilt, with 2 barrels.

Between Ship Street & Middle Street Open : 10.00-5.30 Tuesday-Saturday

BeIIe Vue Box Repairs
Kent Roed, Congresbury, Near Bristol. BS19 sBD.

Tel. STD (0934) Yatton 832220
CYLINDER REPII\IIING SERVICE

Rates for work received after lst March, 1980.

BAND I. Above 1| inches to 1| inches cylinder diameter, f,8 per inch of cylinder length.
BAND II. Above I| inches to 2f inches cylinder diameter, €9 per inch of cylinder length, and

so on pro rata.
Example. Cyl. dia. 2{ inch approx., length ll inches. BAND II. €9 X Il : f,99.

Please send cylinder with its arbor, pinion, spring and change snail, quotation upon receipt,
completion about 6 months. Statement will include return postage, packing and delivery
charges and the work will be returned as soon as payment is received. Customers may bring
and collect work themselves by appointment.
Work from overseas

Customers should insure package and specify whether it is to be returned by Air or Surface
mail.
Please note

l. Straight pins. 2. Plain brass cylinders. 3. Maximum length over arbor points 19 inches.
4. Minimum cylinder diameter l{ inches. Special rates outside these limits and for plated
cylinders. If arbor ends are damaged, a charge of f4 will be made for refinishing. Goo<is are
accepted at owners risk but will receive all reasonable care.

GOVERNOR ASSEMBLY REPAIRS
We will quote yo-u for_ reconditioning most types of governor but we do not supply parts.
Completion time about 3 months.

COMPLEIE OVERHAIJLS OF' CYLINDER MUSICAL BOXFS.
We can now undertake full reconditioning of a limited number.
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g,ested at page 45.

A curiously old-fashioned meth-
od of repairing a broken winding
lever by soldering on side plates
is described A practically invisible
and adequately strong repair can
be made by brazing the parts with
Easyflow silver solder. Also, it is
very difficult to get out the pins
from bell linkages using fine-nosed
pliers since the ends of the pins
rarely project far enough to grip
and are pressed in tightly. By using
a small pair of flat-nosed pliers
with a slot cut in one jaw and a
hard steel stub fitted into the other
the pins may be ejected easily. A
piece of adhesive tape placed across
the slotted iaw will retain the pin
and prevent its loss.

Again, you cannot tighten a stop
sprag on the endless shank by
nipping it with pliers, neither can
you slip it oft, close it and replace
it because the fan is above it and
the endless, of larger diameter, is
below it. The fan must first be
tapped off its taper using a piece
of light brass tube with a slot cut

into it to clear the sprag while the
endless is supported with the fan
downwards by a brass rod with a
hole in it large and deep enough
to admit the top pivot but too small
to allow the shank to enter. The
sprag may then be removed, tight-
ened by pressure, and the items
reassembled.

The description of repinning pro-
cedures is open to criticism, al-
though it is heartening to find the
author condemning partial repin-
ning. Gripping the cylinder arbor in
a lathe chuck is acceptable for
centrifuging, but just will not give
the necessary rotational accuracy
for pin grinding. Either the arbor .

must be held by a proper collet in-
serted directly into the headstock
mandrel or a female centre must
be used at both ends. the arbor and
cylinder being driven by a catch
plate and carrier. It is surprising
to find no mention of the vital mat-
ter of stone wear and advice on
how to counteract it. The whole
procedure of repinning is much
more complicated than it appears,

and the treatment which it recdives
here is inadequate.

The section of the book dealing
with disc machine repair contains
much helpful advice as well as a
fascinating drawing at pl34 illus-
trative of the problems posed by
variation of surface speed to ar-
rangers of disc music. The high
standard of drawings of miniature
movements is a delight, and much
knowledge could be derived from
their study before and not after
commencing to strip such an item.
Some information, again with ex-
cellent illustrations, is given on sur
plateau and barillet movements,
and there is a commendable discus-
sion on case repair work, including
that of tortoiseshell and composi-
tion cases.

This book, despite the foregoing
criticisms contains, as does every-
thing published by the author, 

-a

wealth of information on the manv
topics it covers and its general lay-
out and index maintain his ex-
tremelY high standatf;'t 

aorr""

MY clutch of recordings this time
begins with the third cassette from the
Utrecht museum of our member Dr
Jan-Jaap Haspels. Straat-, Kernis- en
Dansorgels (7402 476) is available from
the Nitionaal Museum van Speelklok
tot Pierement and provides music from
no fewer than six of the instruments in
the collection including the Hooghuys
and, a rarity, the Richter.

Side A gives us four selections on
the 52-key Gasparini including En
Cueillant lo Noisette, one of two pieces
listed as arranged by the builder him-
self. Next comes the 78-key Carl Frei
rebuild De Dubbele Biphone, a fine in-
strument which, as its name suggests,
features the so-called biphone register.
Seven selections are played on this
comprising two Carl Frei compositions
and one Frei arrangement, two fine ar-
rangements by Romke de Waard, a
waltz by Meiier and Ruijter's fine
Willem Peeters Mars.

Side B is devoted to " kermisorgels "
which simply means dance and fair-
ground organs beginning with the
Aalster Gavioli, a 65-key instrument
which speaks with an apparent gamut
well in excess of its reality small scale.
This plays one original Gavioli com-
position and three Gavioli arrangements
plus another fine Waard arrangement,
The giant l0l-key Mortier then per-
forms three pieces, at least one of which
is a very early, contemporary selection.

The 90-key Hooghuys which, like so
many organs by this maker, is now
bereft of its high-borne piano register,
plays two tunes by Edgar Hooghuys
and the Maritza Waltz is an arrange-
ment by Gillissen. The side is concluded
by the rich and martial sounds of the
65-key Richter. This gives us five pieces,
three of which are Richter arrange-
ments, one a Carl Frei and one by van
Deventer whose work is also repre-
sented on the Gasparini.

Although not a Dolby recording
(and the need for Dolby seems to be
diminishing in this age of improved-
quality tapes and decks), this is a very
fine tape and one which can be thor-
oughly recommended as a valuable
cameo not iust of the organs but of a
wide selection of music from the 1880s
forward.

No1 many new records seem to be
coming out of the United States lately
but just out is a release from the Born-
and collection, Old Music BoxrMelodies
(RCB-7) is a disc of no fewer than 24
melodies performed on a three-disc
Symphonion Eroica. These are true
"A-B-C " arrangements and not just
three copies of the same disc, The
l3]in disc size Eroica, patented in
Germany in 1892, is the smallest of the
triple-disc musical boxes made
Imperial Symphoniol in America made
a larger disc size, Lochmann and others
did likewise 

- and yet it is the one
which survives in most numbers.

Not the easiest of machines to set up,
this one sounds to be in perfect order
and is nicely regulated, The quality of
the recording is quite good with the
instrument allowed to express itself,
but this is not a hi-fi disc : the fre-
quency response is limited which makes
me think that it must have been
mastered by a studio engineer wiro set
out to eliminate all mechanical noise at
the expense of compression.

Ilowever, it is a nice record and

sleeve notes say that the music is ac-
tivated by the timepiece which sur-
mounts the cabinet " or may be played
manually ". I take it that this means

" at will " since thg Symphonion is
virtually impossible to play by hand
having not one but two massive clock-
work motors to contend with.

The sleeve-no.tes also refer to the in-
strument as having the " unexcelled
capacity of modulation " producing
" effects not heard on anv other music- 

which the
do: very

Symphon-
larger in-

struments. It seems though that Regina,
in particular with its 27in size disc
arrangements, characteristically made
extensive use of modulation. There is
a pervading feeling that most of the
arrangers for the German disc musical
boxes seldom strayed out of the key
signature and one reason for this musl
be that the scale of many boxes, even
the l5]in and 20in disc diameter mod-
els, was just too limited to allow other
than brief and infrequent excursions
rnto venturesome arrangement,

A nice disc this, but as I have alreadv
said of no more than very good audio
quality.

The
prises
group
Disco
The di
tion of Gijs Perlee in Amsterdarn and
featgles eight familiar street organs,
Arabier, Drie Pruiken, Oranjest, Flam-
ingo, Grote Decap, Carilloh and an
unnamed fair organ. Here are 12 Dutch
pop songs, som
admit, very co
book music and
tion and vocal.
S_quare, Wooden Dance, Red Light
Corner, Disco at the Fair and, Thumb
in the Dike.

I am not so certain that I appreciate
the street organ in this artifiaial role
and it reminds me of those Walt Disney
films wherein he mixed qlrtoon
characters with real people, creating a
situation which was neither one thing
nor the other as far as I was concerned.
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THE PLAYER PTANO PEOPLE
fo'r players and everything to do with playerg new and old

NEW UNIVERSAL AMPICO REPRODUCING PIANO -
NEW UNIVERSAL PLAYER PIANOS

NEW AEOLIAN PLAYER PIANOS PEDAI AND ELECTRIC

NEW KIMBALL PLAYER PIANOS ELECTRIC

NEW PLAYER ORGANS NICKELODEONS

PIANOCORDERS

Klavier, Mastertouch, lazzmaster, Evergreen and QRS music rolls available from stock
Klavier, Duo - Art and Ampico new rolls

Secondhand players and music rolls. 88 and 55 note usually in stock

Repair materials and books. 18 sizes tubing, 4 types of leather, 4 types of cloth in stock

WRITE FOR FREE CATAIOGUE

Carnbridge fiffiaYrola Cornpany
zt\3t tebphorle Onj.Tlx/]ntr/tr,t7/c ono27ffi)
(CaU by.DDointGO

1 Lyndevode Ro6d.Cambddge Cbl 2tlL.

Just off Kensington High Street, this 54O
bedroom hotel offers guests every amenity
fom a swimming pool, sauna and squash
courts to two inspiring restaurants and
intimate bars.There is a wide variety of rooms
available for conferences, dinner dances or
even small meetings. And the hotel boasts
the enviable peace andquietof its own
watergardens.

For fu rther details contact
The Managef
Kensington Glose Hotel,
WightsLane,
KensingtonWSSSP
Tel:O-9378170

Selected by the Music.al Box Socaety of
Groat Britain as the venue for its
London meotings,

7,
V

E
n
E

t,
fl
e
nIl

Hotels
- 

For t€seryatbns at th€ K€nsington Oose,
and.nearty S) other hotels worlcllfide
telephone your near€stlHF Reseruations ffie:
London 0-567 3444, trlancfiester06l-9@ 6111.
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mann and Heinrich Brechbiihl but for
all their hard work the record company
has done them and their event less ihair
service. Here we have a number of
pieces played on a number of organs,
but the sleeve notes provide no infor-
mation on the instruments other than

serinette, a
playing in

nd " every-
music with

I .wish, though, record comDanieswould pay more attention to sleevenotes. A O_H O

SECRET BEHIND THE
MIRROR
were several copies of Der Sozial-
demokrat 

- this was a German

pencilled on the papers was the
name " Schmidt ". 

-

pile was of Social-
Organ, another

German - language
one was marked

" Number 45, 8 November, 1879 ".

The third specimen
At this point enter Mr C E

Speake of Whittier in California.
Mr Speake wrote to me soon after
the publication of the Utrecht
museum box pictures and said that
he owned a Paillard box which was
not_a plerodi6nique, but had pre-
cisely the same decorations to the
case. He sent me pictures and
apart from one or two minor varia-
tions, the case was undoubtedlv
from the same workshop as botL
the Guinness and the Utrecht

Feeling not a little like one of
those practical iokers who tries to

continued from page 224

moving it_ h_ut his chagrin was
ameliorated by his disc"overv of
newspapers.

" I was surprised to find several

another. story, _ but certainly I
believe it is safe to assume ihat
many of the quality ones prob-
ably saw the light oi day in'Lon-
clon.

I am grateful to all those who
have assisted me in putting to-
gether this little detective stoiv -Messrs Guinness, Speake and 

-van

Minnen.
Oh yes, and for the benefit of

those who don't remember the
Schneider days, Britain did end up
by winning it and setting up a new
world speed record -- about 28
per cent of Concorde's speed. O
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Classified
Advertisements
Cash wiah order at followinS rarcs,
Memben : 5D per word (Dold SDe 7D Der word).

Minimum @st each advertiscmqt tl.
Non-membeB: lop rEr word (bold 6|pe 14p per

word).
Minioum cost eacb advertisement f2.

CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE TO : Advcrtlsinc
Manager.

Arthur Hcap, 7 Victoria Cresccnt, Qucmspark,
Chcster, CH4 7AX. England.
To saye time and crlrcnse classified adverrisement
orden arc not acknouledged unless therc is a
query.

FOR SALE
Geoff Worrall can supply you with most
materials for PNEUMATIC MECH-
ANICAL INSTRUMENT Repairs. Best
quality imported rubber and synthetic
cloths as well as cheaper British cloths
available. Also stocked, rubber tubing.
Adhesives. Cork and neoprene bonded
cork gasket sheeting, Zephyr skin for
bird boxes. ORCHESTRELLE cloths
and reeds etc. Send l5p for samples
and list to: - M.I.M. Supplies, 16
Barber Road, SHEFFIELD, Sl0 lED.

ROLMONICA and three rolls, excellent
condition, $150'00 (U S). Q R S PLAY-
A-SAX with three rolls, excellent
condition $175.00 (U S). WOLVERINE
ZILOTONE mechanical tin toy with
three music discs, fine condition $300.00
(U S). All items postpaid air freight.
These and other musical toys always in
stock, Martin Roenigk, 26 Barton Hill,
East Hampton, Connecticut, 06424,
USA.

MUSICAL BOXES IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA. Member recently emi-
grated from England has some cylinder
and Disc machines, a Tanzbar, Bell
Phonograph, Celestina, etc. for sale and
wishes to purchase Automata and
Nicole Freres boxes, P G Horsham,
2291 Hayman Road, Kelowna, B.C.VIZ
lZ7, Canada.

ALWAYS a very large stock of orches-
trions, monkey organs, music boxes.
fairground organs, automata etc. Be a
subscriber to our free mailing list.
Retonio's Mechanical Music and Magic
Museum, Blumenrain 16, CH-9050.
Appenzell, Switzerland. (071\ 87 25 44.

BACIGALUPO 26 key monkey
organ, unrestored €5,000, B I G
RUTH BARREL ORGAN with two
barrels, 214 pipes, motor driven, work-
ins, f6,800. HUPFELD CLAVITIST
UNIVERSAL (piano, mandoline, xylo-
phone) in very good condition, €3,900.
HUPFELD TRIPHONOLA with 50rolls in perfect condition, €3,I00.

MUSIC BOX-Ducommun Girod circa
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Fine Victorial Musical Bracket Clock
in walnut, with a 12 air, 2 Per turn
Nicole Frdres piano forte musical box
in the base.

EASTBOURNE'S MOST INTERESTING ANTIQUE
AND COLLECTOR'S SHOP

Antique Musical Boxes, Clocks, Barometers, Furniture, Dolls,
Silver, Gold, Collectors' Items

THE MUSICAL BOX CENTRE
All our machines are. restored for your pleasure and

lnvestment.

FULL RESTORATION SERVICE
quotations given for the repair and restoration of

ANTIQUE CLOCKS and MUSICAL BOXES
(Including gear cutting, making missing parts and re-conversions
to original state) i.e. anchor to verge, work carried out by expert
B.A.D.A. Distinction Diploma Qualified craftsmen (West Dean
College).

42 SOUTH STREET,
EASTBOURNE

Telephone (0323) 20058

PIANOLAS in stock, 88-note, also re-
stored Ampico, Unrestored Steck elec-
tric Duo-Art Grand. Plenty of 88 and
65 note rolls. Bob Price. 0202 485720.

YOU HAVE A FRIEND IN
AMERICA ! At AIG we are constantly
shipping music boxes, organs, _orches-
trions, reproducing pianos, and other
automatic instruments to MBSGB mem-
bers in Great Britain and elsewhere.
Our low costs, plus economic shipping,
have made our values so attractive that
a large percentage of our business is
now io European clients (iust tire re-
versal of the situation a few years ago
when we imported heavily from
Europe). A $5. US funds
will bring copy of our
latest catal rice $I0). Or
send us a iust $30 and
you will receive an air mail subscrip-
tion to our next six issues. Complete
satisfaction guaranteed. And here's a
special invitation. If your travels bring
you to California, stop by for a visit.
We would be delighted to see you.
Hundreds of automatic musical instru-
ments are on view awaiting your selec-
tion. American International Galleries,
Department MG, 17792 Fitch. Irvine,
cA 92714 USA.

MAXWELL 3I note PaPer roll organ,
foot pumped, manual keyboard, excel-
lent condition but requires attention,
with 3 rolls. f650, no offers. Bob Price,
3 Bridle Crescent, Bournemouth. 0202
485720.

RESTORATION. We sPecialise in the

6904.

WANTED
WANTED complete spring assembly
for a Polyphon l9&" disc machine. Also
parts, defective or sound. Write to
Nitscke. Hannover. Steinbreite 55.
Germany.

ORGANS and orchestrions operated by
cardboard music, barrel or paper roll
wanted. even not working. Bob Price,
3 Bridle Crescent, Bournemouth. 0202
485720.

All kinds of mechanical music instru-
ments. We pay high price5 for outstand-
ing music boxes, orchestrions, automata,
barrel organs etc. We especially look
for Mills Violano, Hopfeld Violano,
Chordeophon, Encore Banjo, Eroica
disc changer, orchestral disc boxes,
working models, merry-go-round with
horses. interchangeable orchestra table
music box, very large orchestrions etc.
Retonio's Mechanical Music and Magic
Museum, Blumenrain 16, CH-9050,
Appenzell, Switzerland. (071) 87 25 44.

items,
you are
ring on

or 0l 579 4006.

PUSH-UP/piano player in good unre-
stored condition. Write with details toMr Holmes, Dept p/p Chy-an-Goon,
Valley Road, Carbis Bay, St Ives. Corn-
wall. Do not phone.

EXCHANGE
ORGAN MUSICAL box George Bendon
Ij" cylinder EXCHANGE for I5+"
Polyphon. Tel. Hastings 4280r'.

Next Issue
STARTING in the next issue will be
our promised article on the manufac-
ture of a player attachment for a home
electric organ to enabls piano rolls to
be perforned at the flick of a switch.

A fascinating insight to the American
coin-freed piano orchestrion scene will
be our main full colour feature along
with colour pictures of rate inslruments
in the Deutches Museum. Miinchen.

Other pictures will includ.e a unique
electrically-played violin machine. more
rare and unusual musical boxes, of
course, and another chapter on how to
photograph musical boxes. The next
instalment of the Editor's Notebook
follows him around some more Europ-
ean places of interest includting a meet-
ing with ths 7l-year-old doyen of the
Dutch street organ.

NOTICE
The atteotion of members is drawn to the
fact that the appearance in The Music Box
of an adveniser's announcement does not
in any way imply endocercnt, approval or
recoDmendation of that adveniser and
his sewices by the editor of the ioumal or
by the Musical Box Society of Great
Britain. Members are reminded ahaa they
must saaisfy themselves as to the ability of
the idveraiser io seRe or supply tbem.
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continued from page 240
since all the other features of the in-
strument which we know today as the
organette were already established -including the uniting of music-sheet
transport and 'bellows' operation to
the turning of a handle. But to return
to the transactions of the Court of
Appeal.

His Lordship now set about establish-ing just how revolutionary Ehrlich's
Ariston really was as a means of
answering the question 'is tJre inven-
tion the proper su
Obviously lhlee & v
had his doubts. The i,
Court was told, to e
introduction of the plaintift's machines,
an enormous number had been sold and
that the old machines worked by tune-
bands had become a drug on the mar-
ket. There could be no better evidence
than that, concluded His Lordship.

Technicalities of disc shape
Ihlee & Sankey's council, Mr Aston,

QC now rose to his feet and addressed

useful since they would cockle up and
not work. Although the evidence pre-
sented before Mr Justice Kekewich in
the lower court had led that court to
include favourably toward5 the utilitv
of the half-discs, a new set of tests werl
now run in the Appeal Court. This
sh-owed th,at although when not prop-
erly cut, these half-discs were liable to
failure, when properly prepared as in
the plaintift's factory, they would in-
deed work. It was further pointed out
that the trials made in court were with
ordinary discs cut in half. whilst those
sold for the purpose would be speciallv
prepared. Mr Moulton, QC, went on to
explain that the claim was not for an
instrument which played half-sheets,
but for an instrument in which half-
sheets could be from time to time ex-
changed, and though there was no
evidence as to the sale of these half-
sheets, it was not necessary to show
that the whole of what was claimed
was a commercial success. His Lord-
ship then dealt in detail with the var-

His Lordship held that the plaintiff,s
machine was a proper subject of a
patent, and that the defendants had

and marrow of the
and had infringed

tructing a machine
a colourable imita-

tion of that of the plaintift.
And so rested the two sides of the

case, Lords fustice Bowen and Fry,
faced with weighing one against the
other, concurred with the opinion ofMr Justice Kekewich of the lower
court. Ihlee's appeal was dismissed
with costs.

Substantial damages

_ A neat, closed book ? Well, not quite.
In spits of careful searches, I have
been unable to find out the exact value
of the ages which Ihlee& San ay to Ehrlich'sLetpzig Was a private
settlem s there some in-
tervention by
will come to
complete the
significant th
may be related one to the other or in

Herophon reappears

OBITUARY

D. E. Lubbock
ONE of the earliest members of the
Musical Box Society, Mr D E Lubbock,
died on December 12, 1979. He was
76 years old.

Donald Elstob Lubbock, member
number 18, was a regular and respected
participant in all our early meetings
and his wide knowledge and experience
was sought by many.

However, his greatest contribution
to the resurrection of the musical box
was through his enthusiastic and pains-
taking reproduction of tune-sheets.
During his years of membership, he
faithfully reproduced in excess of 75
different types, making copies available
to members at a nominal cost. He was
by trade a printer and owned his own
business.

During the past years he had suffered
from declining health since becoming
diabetic in L974.

By his passing we are deprived of
the companionship of a much-valued
friend. We extend our condolences to
Mrs Lubbock who shared with her late
husband the appreciation of quality
musical boxes. The Mzsic Bor under-
stands that Mrs Lubbock will maintain
the collection.

one thousand different tunes are on
sale, which number is continually
augmented. There are three kinds of
Herophons: the ordinary one, the
Saloon Herophon, and the Double-
Reed Herophon. Six tunes and one
case are included in the price of the
instrument,"
The advertisement, which makes apoint of emphasising that the device

is patented, continues :

" HEROPHONETTE (Small Size of
the Herophon). The HEROPHON-
ETTE has fewer reeds, but the music
is of the same length as that of the
Herophon. The sound of ther HERO-
PHONETTE is not so loud, and is
recommended to those who like soft
music. The sale of the HEROPHON
ls_ now allowed by the Leipzig
Musical Instrument Manufactuiing
Company. Address : Berliner Musik-
Instrumenten Fabrik, Berlin."

A mystery agreement
The agency for the Berliner Musik-

Instrumenten Fabrik was later trans-
ferred to Martin Hirsch of 9 - 11 Wilson
Street, London, E.C. who began busin-
ess in 1895. He was advertising the
Herophon at Christmas 1895 - the
same time as Henry Klein announced
the arrival of a brand new disc-playing
musical box - the Symphonion Eroica
which played three discs on 300 teeth
and cost all of 65 guineas.

So some form of licence agreement
must have been made between Ehrlich
and the redoubtable Berliner. A careful
search through Paul de Wit's Zeitsch-rift fur Instrumentenbau has failed to
disclose any clue.
Pietschmann & Sohn made one at-

tempt to break into the lucrative

CALENDAR 1980
May lst, 2nd, 3rd
Hannover Organ Festival organised bv

the Musikhistorisches Gesellachaft. 
-

May 9th, lllth, llth
International Festival

Music, Grenoble.
AAIMM).
ne 7th, 8thJu

Musical Box Society of Great Britain.
Annual General Meeting and Sum-
4er meeting, Kensington Close
Hotel, London.

lrune 2lstr 22nil
Feslival International de Ia Musique

Mdcanique et des Automates, Vidux
Convcntion @d Eveat Ortoitcrt uc lnvltcd totcilt in dat.t lor tewlu Dubttcatioa to dd

of Mechanical
France (details

Ly94, France (organised for the
A^AJ-MM clo 34 -rue Saint- Je;;,69005 Lyon).

7th.

t"il113l:

October llth
Mus_ical Box Society of Great Britain.

wrnter _ meeting, Kensington Close
Hotel, London.

December (date to be confirmed)
Musical Box Society of Great dritain.

Regional Meeting (details to be
circulated).

membcrc throvahout thc wortd in DIMina thqirputiclDallon.
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Lesley Evans
PLAYER PIANO SPECIALIST

High Quality Grand and Upright player pianos
Restored throughout to the Highest possible
Standards usually available from stock.

A Large Stock of Original Rolls
(88 and 65 note)

Plus the entire range of
NEW IAZZMASTER AND RAGMASTER

ROLLS
Always available at Competitive Prices

VISIT US AT LISS
(phone Liss 3382 for appointment)

or send S.A.E. for details to:-

P.0. Box 12 . AIBESF0BD . HAIUTS.

JOCELYN WALKER & JOHN WRTGHT

WELCOME MEMBERS TO -

ffisnbrul Wnuw,
POLPERRO . CORNWALL

Telehone: (0503) 7Z.28

Lovely XVII Century Building with
Beamed Ceilings - Facing South

Spacious Gardens - Swimming pool

,, 
t"t.*"tu 

+

High Standard of Accommodation and Comfort
English Breaklast

Country House Atmosphere

"++
SELF CATERING CHALET FOR TWO
PEOPLE OVERLOOKING THE POOL

,'**
Brochure on Request

$agCiscReconCs
present a selection from tbe

ROI MICKLEBURGH COLLECTION, BRISTOL, Muslc for
the Magic Liltm (SDL 297). PoDular m8ic from 4 stret
Dianos, a Pmny Piano, Pianola, Atlas Or8anette and Polyphon.
SobliEe Homonie (SDL 303). Popular classics lroa z Ut"
Polyphon (17 items) and l0 cylinder boxes by Nicole Frercs,
etc.
Mechanicrl MGlc Hall (SDL 232). well-known Music Hall
tunes perfomcd on a Penny Piano, Orpheus Disc Piano, strcel
and player pianos, and a nnge of SymDbonion, Reaina and
Polyphon disc boxes and cylinder boxes.

FrOM thc WORLD OF MECIIAI\ICAL MUSIC COLLEC-
TIoN (now housed at chssington Zoo), PlDGs, Brnclr ud
Pltrs (SDLB 271 - also on €ssetie) 17 instnments incl, tr(uhl
& Klatt Mandoline & XyloDhone PiaDo, Aeolian 116 Note
Pipe OrgEn & Orchestrelle, PoDDers Clarabella, Mills Violano
Virtuoso, Weber Unika, etc.
PopDeF Hrppy lez Band md tte Ruth Fair OrgU (SDLB
263 - also on esstte) an LP devoled to 2 of th€ larger
mechani@l instruments.
World ol Mecheical Mulc (CSDLB 292 - 

qssene onlv).
A further selection of music frcm the chief instruments in the
collection.

From the SCOTT POLAR INSIITUTE MUSEUM, CAM-
BRIDGE. Prrry'r Bmd orgm (SDL 2!O. An LP devoted
to John Loneman's 'New Invented Patent Banel Orenn' of
c.1805 which entertaiocd rhe sailoB on Arctic Expeditions in
the early l9th Century.

Send : t4.75 for SDL pr6x/93'15 lor SDLB/CSDLB Drefir:
POST FREE (you may deduct 35p for each item ordered
alier the lsa). Ov6@ : add 75D per it€m Dostage, plus 55p
if payins in own currency.

SAYDISC RECORDS, INGI.ESTONE COMMON'
BADMINTON, GLOS. GL9 lBX

(Tnde enquiries invited)

SPECIALIST DISC BOX REPAIRS

mEm

J. D. WEIB F.B.H.I.
370 Victoria Avenue, Southend - on - Sea, Essex.

Telephone: Southend 6146E4.

A|l aspects of work on cylinder boxes undertaken.

Services oftered include :-
* Cyllnder l3-pinning-no limitation to size.
* Ec-centric or worn cylinder pic re-ground

true to c5r[nder ptvo6.
* All nanner of conb work.
* Cutdng hck Re-tuning.
* Re-leadlng and Tuning.
* Re-faclng star whecls.
* Setdng up and edirnttng gentries.
* Motor reprirs.

In fact anything necedsary to completely overhaut your
music-I box.

Work can be collected and delivered aaywhcre.
Distance genuinely no obiect.
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A maker who couldn't spell his name
Florence Milsom wrltes from llkley in
West Yorkshlre :
IN SPITE of a long association with
our society (membership number 2l)
this is my first letter to you. I want to
tell you of my great interest in the
article in the last issue, page 169, on
Henriot. I think you might be interested
to hear that I have a fine six-air box
with brass bedplate stamped HENRIOT
and with the serial number 12324 up
the left side. It has I03 teeth and only
the last bass tooth is shaped as in the
illustration.

The tune sheet is embossed and
measures approximately 4lin by 3in,
again with the serial number up the
left hand side and in pencil in the right
upper corner there is one number 972.
There are various other pericilled num-
bers on the inside flap and bottom of
the box. The box itself is very nice and
has a fine inlaid top.

In your book Collecting Musical
Bores and. also in John Clark's book,
there is mention of ALLTEZ &
BERGUER. I wonder if anything more
has come to light about this firm ? I
have a four-air plain fruit-wood box -keywind and hooks to fasten-the tune
sheet is on the inside back of the box.
about 8ins by 2ins, and is marked with
its serial number and the initials A B.
The cylinder is about l5|ins and tle
comb has 82 teeth, The brass bedplate

is stamped in the left hand top corner :

GENEVE
9209

ALLIEZ & BERGUER

It will be the same maker I expect
in spite of the " T " and " I" difterence
in the name.

I think articles on makers and so on
like this are most interesting.

I would like to thank you very much
indeed for all the work you have put
into our magazine - 

I do not think
any society can boast finer.

To me our society has grown out
of recognition - but that is another
subject.

Editor's comment z How oery nice to
hear from one of our earlg members !
Regarding the maker of gour box, there
is srill confusion ouer the spelling ot
this maker's name and this is due in
the main to that fact that it has been
seen spelled so manA difrerent uaAs,
As you rightly point out, Clark listed
it as "Alltez", get Christopher Proud-
foot examined a specimen at Christie's
sale in 1977 and positirselg identlfied
it as "Allez". An example I haoe since
seen does indeed spell it "Alliez",
Britten in his Old. Clocks and Watches
and their Makers lists "Alliez & Bache-
Iard " in 1829 as watchmakers. and
Loomes in his Watchmakers and Clock-

makers of the World (Vohlme two)
Iists "Alliez & Berger " (sic) os watch-
makers around 1850. We knou that the
maker Alliez & Berguer, howeoer it is
spelled, made some particularlg fine
musical boxes between about 1820 and
1840. If toe check ult on Berguer, we
find that Sotheby's Belgratsia sold a box
in March of 1977 which was marked
" Berguer & Fils" and bore the serial
number 11139. It had an engran:ed
metal tune-sheet uith the date " 15
iuillet 1863". Britten lists four
Berguers working in London prior to
that date. Perhaps Pierre Germain or
Suzanne Maurer might like to comment
on the Geneua connections ?

Regarding the size ol the societg, ges,
I, too, often think back to those earlg
days when Cgril de Vere Green and
I used to know all the members and
we all used to foregather for informal
chats, Sadlg, it is impossible to meet
aII the members todag, Iet alone get
to know them that uell. But. and this
is the hard fact o1 it, we need a big
societg if the aims and objects of the
societA are to be realised. By hauing
more members we haue more oppor-
tunities to make discooeries, to help
fellow collectors and to contribute
inditsiduallg to o uast corporate fund of
knowledge. On a more down-to-earth
leoel, we need the resources which a
Iarge membership can produce in otder
that The Music Box can continue to be
produced to a reasonable standard.

Saturnus
G van Dam writes from lfolland :

IN ?fte Music Box No 2 of Volume 9
page 75 there is a photograph with
caption about the Saturnus. a Dutch
street organ.

Although I do not know where it is
today, I can trace its history about
seven years further on as follows:

August 17, 1957.' It won second
prize in a street organ " concours " at
Zwolle (see Het Pierement for Novem-
ber 1957, page I3).

October 1959: It was ofiered for sale
in Het Pierement.

JulA 1963.' It was again offered for
sale in Het Pieremenf, this time by a
different owner.

October 1963: lt was seen at the
organ fair at Heerenveen (see Ilet
Pierement for November 1963).
' After that it is never mentioned
again in Het Pierement, but I have in
my possession a colour print of the
organ with the name " Stelleman-Eind-
hoven " (another Dutch rebuilder) upon
it which I guess to have been taken in
the middle of the sixties.

The name Saturnus is typical for
]aques Minning, a well - known Dutch
organ builder and rebuilder between
the years 1930 and 1964. In the years
after the Second World War he always
named his rebuilds after planets or
constellations. Some others are Mer-
curius, Neptunus, Pluto, IJranus (now
the Turk), Orion - all of which are
still in use as street organs. Minning
died in 1954.

His son Martin Minning (who died
on fune 30, f978) took on tlis tradition
with names like Tweelingen (Gemini)
and Boogschutter (Sagittarius).

The last one, built totally new, is an
example of fine craftsmanship with a
very distinctive sound. It can be heard
every Saturday in Woerden near Gouda.

I hope you will get more information
from others, for I too am very interes-
ted in the fate of the Saturnus and.
by the way, of all Dutch street organs.

Tuneful toys
Lyn l{righ't writes from Stourbridge in
Worcestershire :
FOLLOWING Miss Hilary Kay's in-
teresting talk on musical toys at the
Bristol meeting, I enclose photographs
of a jolly little toy, made in Gettany,
called the " Revotina or Musical Echo"
It consists of a cardboard tube which
is filled at one end by a metal disc
which has 17 brass tongues covering
slots in the disc. tuned to different
notes and arranged radially. A central
arm is rotated by a bevel drive to the
handle so that when held in the hand
and twirled like a policeman's rattle,
the arm plucks each toDgue in turn to
produce a little ditty.

The cunning feature is that the arm
is so shaped that when turning in one
direction it picks up the tongue and
drops it sharply gving a loud note, but
in the opposite direction it presses the
tongue down and releases it gently giv-
ing a soft note, hence the 'echo'. This
modest toy boasts two patents, Wiers
Patent No 19. and Deutches Reichs
Patent No 31652, which should arouse
the editor's interest.

Passing to another subject, members
must sometimes wonder how eftective
are some of the more outlandish pri-
vate advertisements in The Music Box.
One of mine for Mira discs received no
answers at all from this country but
months later a reply from USA did
procure me some discs. A recent one
in the Summet 1979 issue where I re-
quested a home for four fat inter-
changeable cylin6s.t - .t unlikely
hope - 

got a reply from a member not
50 miles away, and amazingly the
cylinders fitted his machine, which was
a fine Nicole Freres forte-piano overture
box. That was the good news. The bad

news was that my
some programmes
At least, I know
but how many of t

Finally, what has haPPened to the
register of musical boxes kePt bY
Arthur Cunliffe ? Has it become de-
funct due to lack of co-operation by
members who, perhaps, did not care
to reveal what boxes theY own ? I
should have thought it could be com-
piled quite successfully without any
record of who owned the boxes or, in-
dee
to
Aft
in
Perhaps members would give their
views about this.
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WE SPECIALIZE IN
RESTORED

MUSICAL BOXES

at

9*e/'- ,4*"Z ,MtV,r*o
88 Beaconsfield Road,

Brighton, Sussex, BNI 6DD.

(Situated on the A23 one-way road system
into Brighton)

Also Bought and Sold

DISC BOXES, BARREL PIANOS,
BARREL ORGANS

Tel: Brighton (0273) 508327

or 507775 (evenings)

Proprietor : RICHARD COTTRELL

Sothebv
KingandChisemme

: 
- ' Bi-mnnthly specialist sales

j of Music Boxes, Polyphons,
Phonographs, Clocks,
Watches, Scientific and
Musical Instruments.

at the Pulborough Sale-
rooms.

A selection of musical
boxes sold for E620,
€360 and €270 (top to
bottom).

Sotheby, King & Chasemore, Pulborough, Sussex
telephone: Pulborough (07082) 3831

Bristol Meeting
THE Christmas regional meeting of the
Society was held on Saturday, Decem-
ber l, 1979, at the Grand Hotel, Broad
Street, Bristol. Organising secretary was
local member and committee member
fim Colley who succeeded in organis-
ing a varied and interesting programme.

The first talk of the meeting was
given by Hilary Kay of Sotheby's Bel-
gravia. Her subject was " Tin plate
music " and she dealt with the devel-
opment of the tin toy with the accent
on those which produced music. Her
wide knowledge and experience plus
her demonstration of items from her
own and Jon Baddeley's collection (the
latter in conjunction with feremy
Cooper), was warmly received by the
120 members and guests present.

After coffee. David Shankland spoke
on "A taste for Automata " in which
he outlined the development of these
automated pieces and demonstrated
items from his collection. The meet-
ing seemed particularly to appreciate
his drinking bear as well as a smoking
android.

The next speaker was Dr Peter
Whitehead who described the history
of ths company which the late Canon
Algernon Wintle set up to restore and
rebuild street barrel pianos. Peter
Whitehead has conducted a deal of
research into the canon and his
activities.

During lunch thers were shades of
our York meeting when there was a
false fire alarm (created, it is said, by
our past secretary's pipe smoke). This
time it was for real as a boiler in the

hotel took firs externally and set off
the alarms. This had no eftect on the
luncheoners other than to make tlem
look uneasy.

Luncheon over, there was a sight-
struments housed in, around, above and
below his largs music shop in central
Bristol.

lavish and extensive,
very many years by
and included many

e order. The MusicBor is planning to feature some of
thess pieces in a forthcoming issue by
the invitation of the owner.

A buffet dinner was held after which
several films were shown. One of these
was an historic and rare featurette made

and Pinning
music. The
ecretary Dr

On the Sunday morning, members
a_nd guests toured Brrrnel's great iron
ship the SS Great Britain-which is
undergoing restoration in the actual
dock in which it was built almost 150
years ago. One member spotted the
enormous propeller and was heard to
comment. that the ship must have a
nuge malnsprtng,

From R Ison comes thls picture of a
scarce trademark stamp impressed into
the governor cockplate. Stamp reads
"Ate L'Ep6e MEDNLLE DE BRONZE"
and possibly refers to the l87E Paris
Exposition.
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KASTNE,R'S AIJTOPIANO
MANY were the attempts at pro-
ducing note-accenting in piano
rolls and the early player piano in-
ventors devised a large number of
systems before the most practical
of them all (even if still someway
short of perfection) - Aeolian's
" themodist " was adopted almost
world-wide.

Among one of the earliest and,
strange to relate, no doubt the
most luccessful, was the work of
Maximilian Macarius Kastner, born
in Germany in 1876 and killed in
an accident in 1926.

Kastner was the inventor of the
Autopiano expression sYstem, the
secret of which was the " Kaston-
ome " device, a complex and in-
furiatingly diftcult device to service
which was illustrated on page 214
of Volume 8. This achieved its
function by use of a pouch the seat
for which was a second, ring-
shaped pouch. Each note of the
piano and every valve of the stack
was capable of "Kastonoming" and

e secon-
complex
tions in-

troduced from the piano roll via
the tracker bar.

On this page are two pictures of
an unusual Kastner AutoPiano in
the collection of Mary Belton of
Brighton. This one is a dual-stand-
ard 65-88-note instrument with a

very wide tracker bar to contain
all the ancillary openings.

All Kastonome - action pianos
pre-date I9I4 after which date the
lompany went through several re-
structures and although the name
Autopiano was preserved (the
company was actually renamed
The Auto-Piano Company), it used
a more conventional player using
the Arrow action made by the
Direct Pneumatic Action Co, them-
ing being via the " Triumphodist "

- a themodist by another name !

After l9l7 the company became

Triumph-Auto and much later
amalgamated with Barrett & Rob-
inson which produced the very

last player to be made in Britain
before the war broke out - the
tiny Maestrel. O
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l6f3 Mr & Mrs David A Morgan, 3442 Frontier Drive, St

Charles, Montana 6330I, USA
l6I4 J H Haieh, 44 Shooting Field, Steyning, Sussex

BH4 3RG
1615 Donald Howarth, 3 Church Street, Nether Heyford,

Northamptonshire
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1617 William Malloch, 146 North Windsor Boulevard,
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Ohio 45432, USA
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A SELECTION OF FINE ANID RARE MUSICAL

Sale by auctron
Friday 6thJune, 1980, at ll am

BO)GS, BARREL ORGA\IS, TALKING IVIACHINES
AI\TD AUTOI\AATA

A J.-F. Houdin musical magician ormalu automaton, the rosewood veneered
base containing a four air cylinder musical movement)

French, mid l9th century, 40.5 cm. wide.

For further information and requests for a fully illustrated catalogue,
please telephone or write to Hilary Kay.

Sotheby's Belgravia
l9 Motcomb Street, London SWIX 8LB. Telephone: (01)235 4?I1

Telegrams: Gavel, London Telex:24454 SPBLONG



Tkttt
BOXES

ThurUins
CLOCKS AND MUSICAL BOXES

93 Hornsey Road, London N7 6DJ Phones:01-607 6181-01 607 2672

Britain's leading
restorers of
fine clocks and
musical boxes
We have an exceptionally good
selection of antique cylinder
music boxes for sale, the ideal
present, the perfect investment.

We also have a large selection
of books on clocks, musical
boxes and antique machines.

Musical ctock movement by John Ellicott.
restored by Keith Harding's unigue team of
craftsmen.

Orchestral
musical box

movement bv
Paillard with

musical combs, a
fifteen key organ,

an eight stick
drum and six

engine turned bells
with enamelled
insect strikers.

IF YOUR TR
BRING TH

EASURES ARE WORTH RESTORING
EM TO US


